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ABSTRACT 
 
Fiki Amania Nabila. 2019. The Implementation of Microsoft Publisher in 
Translation on Textbook Subject at The Fifth Semester Students of English 
Language Education IAIN Surakarta Year 2018/2019” “The Implementation of 
Microsoft Publisher in Translation on Textbook Subject at The Fifth Semester 
Students of English Language Education IAIN Surakarta Year 2018/2019.  
Advisor : SF. Lukfianka Sanjaya P, M.Hum 
Keywords : Descriptive Study, Implementation, Translation Pedagogy,  
    Translation Aided Technology, Microsoft Publisher  
The aim of this research is to describe and find out the implementation of 
Microsoft Publisher in the process of teaching-learning of Translation on Textbook 
subject at fifth semester students of English Language Education IAIN Surakarta 
year 2018/2019. This research focus on translation pedagogy aided technology in 
translating textbook that provide benefits and drawbacks of Microsoft Publisher in 
Teaching Translation on Textbook subject.  
This research used descriptive qualitative method. The instruments of this 
research to gather the data are used field note of observation, interview, and 
documents. The subject were lecturer and students of Translation on Textbook 
subject. The main data was taken from the interview both lecturer and students. The 
data was analyzed by Spradely’s technique of analysis. The trustworthiness of data, 
the researcher used methodological triangulation for rechecking the information to 
get relevant documents.  
The result shows that Microsoft Publisher is an assisted application for 
translating textbook in teaching-learning process of Translation on Textbook 
subject and the lecturer designed the classroom with workshop approach in order to 
develop the students’ skill. The application favored the students in designing 
Bilingual Textbook. In the process of teaching-learning with Microsoft Publisher, 
the implementation showed by the process and product. Applying Microsoft 
Publisher in Translation on Textbook subject has problems in the aspect of utilizing 
Microsoft Publisher (External and Internal) also process in teaching translation. To 
solve the problems the lecturer has been created two solutions with teacher’s 
competence that conducted consultation and teacher’s support that held a training. 
This application gives an impact for students skill not only they can be able to 
translate a textbook but also publishing Bilingual textbook. 
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 CHAPTER I 
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
 
A. Background of Study  
Translation in learning foreign language is widely used in learners’ 
foreign language learning process, it appears that learners often use 
translation as a learning strategy to comprehend, remember, and produce 
foreign language (Liao: 2006), and translation has been used by foreign 
language learners to facilitate language learning for centuries. Translation 
is recognized as the fifth skill also the most important social skill since it 
promotes communication and understanding. Related and as a form of 
communication, translation involves interaction and cooperation between 
people, so it is a useful tool in foreign language teaching. Translation is an 
instrument of education as well as the truth precisely because it has to reach 
the readers who have different cultural and educational background. 
Translation Teaching or Translation Pedagogy in university levels is 
training the students to become professional translator. The aim of 
translation pedagogy is facilitating the acquisition of communicative 
translational competence (Baer and Koby, 2003:29). The issue of 
translation pedagogy is the relationship between the theory to practice in the 
classroom. What is taught in translation classroom has to be practical. 
Translation teacher should teach the students with techniques that work 
appropriately and will have positive impact on their performances. A 
pedagogy of translation without a theoretical basis will be a blind pedagogy, 
1 
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it will unable to create and apply appropriate methods to the learning task 
(Kiraly:1995). The theories of translation are empirical understanding of an 
effective translation practice and how it accomplished. Besides that, 
translation courses in the teaching program provide the trainee of translators 
with efficient practical knowledge with the demand of the work after 
graduation. Surely, it means that translation teachers have purpose to adopt 
the best methodologies serve the process of teaching and motivate the 
students to have fundamental knowledge of discipline, also learn something 
valuable skills in the learning process along with learning foreign languages.  
Since computers and technology started to be introduced in language 
learning people are always force try to make an argument that technology 
having an impact on the development of pedagogy (Motteram: 2013). 
Moreover, Motteram and Sharma (2009) argues what is a contender for a 
methodology that is central to world of technology and language learning is 
that blended learning. Furthermore, (Hamalik,1989: 12) defines that the 
theory of media as the learning tools is an instrument, method, and 
technique used as the effective communication and interaction between the 
teacher and student in the process of education and learning at the school. 
Pym and Gil (2006) describe technology extends human capacities, it 
advances and the process of globalization cause the work of translators shift 
into several dimensions. Translation technology may increase consistency 
and allow translators to focus on their best effort where they are most 
needed. The growing of demand translation with technology and their 
professional competence now, translator need it in the use of programs for 
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translation memories, terminology management, and sometimes content 
management. 
One of the example in using media or technology is Translation on 
Textbook Subject at English Language Education  of The State Islamic 
Institute of Surakarta. In the learning process the lecturer uses Microsoft 
Publisher as a media that help the process of translation. It is an application 
that has a specialization in designing books, magazines, newsletters, 
brochures, flyers, calendars, etc. This media also help the teacher to create 
documents that can be used in practical way in the classroom, also they can 
explore how the students use it as the easy way to create a textbook 
especially in translation. Garton (2004: 2) explains Microsoft Publisher will 
help and give some benefits for the teacher; first they will be able to publish 
newsletters to effectively communicate with parents and patrons, second 
they will be able to create other documents such as banners, posters, 
bussiness cards, and charts for the use in the classroom and the last they can 
use Microsoft Publisher with the students to produce various publications. 
This research is conducted in The State Islamic Institute of Surakarta 
(IAIN Surakarta) one of Islamic Institute in Surakarta city, located at Jalan 
Pandawa Pucangan, Kartasura Sukoharjo. The focus of this research is on 
the English Department of Teacher Training Faculty especially in the 
Translation on Textbook class. There are two classes with one lecturer in 
this subject of study. The pre-research conduct in the two classes with the 
result as follow; the lecturer used Microsoft Publisher as a media in the 
process of translating a text book by the students. Microsoft Publisher help 
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the lecturer providing the design of the textbook and give the additional 
option in developing the students’ ability in the process of translation 
directly. Translation on Textbook is a subject that give the student materials 
about how to translate a textbook and the lecturer makes it as a Project 
Based that will take place for one semester. Based on the pre-research there 
is an innovation in Translation on Textbook class at the fifth semester 
students of English Language Education which they will use a publishing 
application in the learning process called Microsoft Publisher. The Lecturer 
has been using this media for helping him in designing a book or students’ 
worksheet book, but for teaching Translation on Textbook class this is the 
very first time he practices it. This media is easy to use and surely will help 
also give the students and the lecturer benefit in teaching and learning 
process. The process of using the media become the interesting phenomena 
that the researcher wants to know about the implementation. 
Based on the explanation above, it carries out the research entitled 
“The Implementation of Microsoft Publisher in Translation on 
Textbook Subject at The Fifth Semester Students of English Language 
Education IAIN Surakarta Year 2018/2019”. 
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B. Problems of Identification  
Several problems can be identified as follows: 
1. The students’ have difficulty in how to design a textbook 
2. Not all the students know what Microsoft Publisher is  
3. Not all the students’ have Microsoft Publisher application on their 
laptop 
4. Each student has difference version of Microsoft Publisher and it is 
difficult to convert the text into the same version. 
5. The students have difficulties in creating pararelism text, punctuation, 
consistency of term and grammatical. 
C. Problems Limitation 
The Limitation in this study focused on Microsoft Publisher used by 
the lecturer and students in Translation on Textbook subject of English 
Language Education. Meanwhile, the researcher focused in textbook 
translation process and designing textbook of using Microsoft Publisher, the 
problems and solutions in the implementation of Microsoft Publisher in 
Translation on Textbook subject.   
D. Problems Formulation 
Based on the research the research background mentioned earlier, the 
problems can identify in this study as follows : 
1. How is the Implementation of Microsoft Publisher in the process of 
translating the textbook in Translation on Textbook subject? 
2. What are the problems and solution on the implementation of Microsoft 
Publisher in Translation on Textbook subject? 
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E. The Objectives of Study 
The goal of this research is to realize the implementation of the 
benchmark of this research, thereby this needs to be clearly defined. There 
are severals research objectives can be formulated as follows : 
1. To describe the Implementation of Microsoft Publisher in the process 
of  translating the textbook in Translation on Textbook subject. 
2. To identify the problems and know the solutions how to solve the 
problems on the Implementation of Microsoft Publisher in Translation 
on Textbook subject. 
F. The Benefit of Study 
The benefit of the study are : 
1. Theoretical Benefit  
a. The findings of the research can enrich the theory of teaching 
translation or translation pedagogy to the students of English 
Education Department.  
b. The reader will get a large knowledge about how to teach translation 
and design a textbook using Microsoft Publisher.  
2. Practical Benefit 
a. Lecturer 
This research will help the lecture to use Microsoft Publisher in 
teaching translation. The lecture will also get the solution with the 
problem of teaching translation at the fifth semester students of 
English Language Education. 
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b. Students 
The result of this research will help the students how to use 
Microsoft Publisher in teaching and learning translation. Expect the 
students will be more interested in joining translation class. The 
students will get a new skill of using media in teaching and learning 
process, also they know how to create a textbook. 
c. Other Researcher  
The result of this research can be used as the references for the other 
researcher for improving translation skill, this study also expected to 
be able give practical contributions to other researcher on how to 
improve the students ability in translation skill. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL REVIEW 
 
A. Translation Pedagogy  
1. Definition  
Translation is an instrument of education as well as the truth 
precisely because it has to reach the readers who have different cultural 
and educational background. Brislin (1976:1) confirms the general term 
referring to the transfer of thoughts and ideas from one language 
(source) to another (target), whether the languages are in written or oral 
form. Teaching translation in university levels is training the students to 
become professional translator. The primary aim of the program is 
providing future translators with the skills and knowledge which they 
will need to function as professional mediators between writers and 
readers who know different languages. Foreign languages are the most 
distinctive tools of the translator's trade, there is a natural tendency to 
see the ability to translate as just another foreign language skill.  
Translation pedagogy is a formal branch of academic study that 
addresses a critical, creative, and research issues involved in the 
linguistic and interpretive transferral of sense and sound from one 
language to another and from one cultural context to another also 
translation studies explore all dimensions of the translation process 
(Aveling, 2018:2). It is an important preparation and the dimension of 
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translation process. In addition, (Kiraly:1995) states a translation 
pedagogy is required to shorten the distance between the native 
translator, who has bilingual skills, and the professional translator. It 
needs to explain how translation works, not just for professional 
translators but for translators everywhere along the learning curveit 
needs to explain how bilinguals translate, how novices translate, how 
professionals translate. 
Teaching and learning are complementary activities whose place of 
operation is the human mind. Teaching methods are designed to have 
cognitive effects, it can transfer the knowledge, introduce and exercise 
cognitive skills, or create the situations that facilitate the transformation 
of conscious processes to automatic (Kiraly:ibid). It means that in 
translation teaching method the teacher has to understand how 
translation relevant cognitive processes are affected and effected. 
Translation pedagogy according to Kiraly’s study is a mixture of 
controlled and uncontrolled process, to teach translation in proper way 
the teacher needs to understand the processes of translation and how it 
works together. The skills that serve to get the students best if they are 
intuitive and applied automatically need to be encouraged by 
appropriate design method in teaching translation. The compilation of 
translation teaching method must have an outline with the evolution of 
the translators’ competence. To build the competence of the students we 
need to design precise pedagogical instruments for particular purposes 
that will produce specific desired effects.  
10 
 
The goal of translation teaching is to facilitate the acquisition of 
communicative translational competence (Baer and Koby, 2003:29). 
Moreover, Kiraly (1990:215) defines communicative translational 
competence as the ability to interact appropriately and adequately as an 
active participant in communicative translation task. Communicative 
translational competence takes the main part of translation teaching and 
the ability takes part Source Text (ST) its context, the requirement of 
translation assignment, and the participants in the process (author, 
audience,etc), in order to produce adequate Target Text (TT) to the 
needs of the assignment and the target context. In this point, Kiraly 
underlines translation competence is not completely the ability of using 
foreign language. Translation is an interlingual language function, 
because it is not entirely dependent on foreign language skills. Indeed, 
translation pedagogy cannot be similar with foreign language pedagogy 
that focus on grammatical, sociolinguistic, discourse, and strategic 
competences. Translation competence include the interlingual transfer 
ability, research skills, the ability to write in native language, creative 
thinking, use the professional skill and understanding. 
Al Khalil as cited in Sewell and Higgins (1996:9) defines translation 
is taught for two purposes, as an end of itself (how professional earn 
their living) some learners of translation who has basic knowledge that 
they gain in the classroom serve to build up translation skills. Then, can 
be used as a means to an end (a way to learn another language and focus 
on TL).  
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2. Teaching Process  
Recent evolve of second and foreign language teaching also 
learning have indicated alternative ways of language teaching, a better 
understanding of language learning process has culminated in the 
emergence of task-based language teaching (Rahimpour:2008). Willis 
(1996) proposes that framework of task-based instruction is composed 
into three stages, pre-task, task, and post-task. Each stages set up the 
base for activities that the students complete the task. Pre-task stage 
includes some activities teachers and students do before moving to the 
task stage, it provides the necessary background knowledge and 
procedure to introducing and familiarizing students with the topic and 
the task to be performed. Additionally, Lee (2000) underlines the 
importance of 'framing' the task with the aim of helping students 
understand what they are required to do. In task stage, the students 
carry out the task individually or in groups. The teachers’ role in this 
stage, is monitoring students’ performance and offer support (Willis, 
ibid).  
The encouragement from the teacher to take any parts and to make 
sure the students clear about the task. In the post task stage students 
report what they have prepared and done to the teacher, after 
completing the task there would be curiousity among the students and 
realize how well they have performed to the task. Task-based teaching 
in translation pedagogy holds that language learning could be the 
closest relative to translation training, so approaches and methods 
12 
 
proposed in order to teach language could be altered, adapted and 
integrated so as to teach translation according to Davies as cited in 
(Rezvani and Bigdeli:2012). Then, (Long and Crooke:1987) 
emphasizes a task would be a proper unit of instruction, so the teacher 
can organize the instructions of tasks and Nunan (1993) distinguishes 
between two kinds of tasks: real-world task and pedagogical task. The 
real-world task is designed to help students gain skills so they can 
function in the real world, and the function as a bridge between the 
classroom and the real world. Additionally, Nunan (1989) maintain 
that translation classes can encompass both pedagogical and real-
world tasks, it will prepare students for their future professional life. 
However, pedagogical tasks should be design with the aim of 
enhancing students‟ skills to carry out a more complex translation 
performance with using texts to raise students’ awareness of 
linguistics, encyclopedic, and transfer skills can serve as pedagogical 
task. 
When teaching translation, the teacher need a proper approach to 
attach the important product of translation. Considering the subject of 
this research is Translation on Textbook, the effective teaching method 
to improve the students skill and the quality of teaching translation 
with technology is workshop approach. Workshop based on 
(Hong:2005) explains that this approach as the way of teaching 
translation to promote the students “learning translation by 
translating”. In the process if teaching, the students centered and the 
13 
 
process oriented. The teachers take main role in this approach, they 
have to be a leading role such as a guide, an organizer, a counselor, a 
supervisor, and creator. The major role in the process of translating 
with workshop approach is active participants, learners, and team 
workers.  
Translation workshop approach can be held in the form of 
teamwork. It has several procedures to be followed: 
a. Teacher’s Instruction 
The duty of teacher to apply this approach in classroom is 
expounding translation theory or demonstrating translation 
technique as schedule. Moreover, the explanation of teacher in 
delivering the theory should be brief and explicit, focus on the key 
point, highlight the difficult point, and teaching the essential. The 
teacher should underline the translation principles, translation 
techniques, and translation stylistic varieties.  
b. Comprehension 
After the teachers explain all the necessary part, they have to 
predict the text. The students should get an understanding of the 
Source Text by pre-reading in order to get accurate comprehension. 
Then, the students divided into several groups and simply the the 
teachers give them exercise. Through discussion, the students are 
expected not only translate but also bridge the cultural gaps. After 
that, the students are required to make a textual analysis. Teachers 
make a judgement to students work, teach the students with 
14 
 
technique of grasping the material to be translated, make a 
judgement and inference, recognizing the connotation and 
denotation words, also understand the figurative language. From 
this stage, the students can take benefit for gaining their curiosity, 
creativity, wisdom, and potential. 
c. Representation 
The quality of translation work depends on the accurate 
comprehension of Source Language and good mastery of Target 
Language by the students. The teacher should make sure that the 
students choice of words and construction of sentences must 
transfer accurately the real meaning of Source Language. At the 
same time those conform with the usage of Target Language. To 
specify it, the teachers need to make sure that the students are be 
able to apply literal and free translation flexibly, avoid word-to-
word translation, be able to make a contextual analysis for difficult 
words, be familiar with the subject matter by reading extensively.  
d. Revision and Evaluation 
In revision the students work in pairs to revise each other of their 
friends translation work. Comparing their versions with the 
original text if there is something improper, and they are required 
to underline which one is the good translation or mistranslation. 
Aftert that, the students work in group to evaluate their versions 
and choose the best one.  
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3. Problems in Translation Teaching Process 
Since teaching translation is very necessary to train the translator 
efficient and competent with the best methodologies in order the 
students will learn some valuable skills in the learning process, the 
problems in teaching translation may appear. According to Al Khatiri 
(2014) distinguished problems that arise in the process of teaching 
translation summed up in different levels, as follow:  
a. At the academic level  
1) The objectives of translation class have been misdirected 
whether to teach translation for academic purpose or to prepare 
qualified translators for the workplace. 
2)  Lack of special learning facilities in translation class; 
language labs, audio-visual aid for practicing translation, and 
no out class training programs for students to preforming 
interpretation in different situational environments, as 
conferences, institutions and companies. 
3) The direction of teaching translation in some curriculum is from 
First Language to Second Language and not the reverse. 
b. At the instructional level 
1. Translation classes are assigned to inexperienced or unqualified 
instructors who are specialized in English Majors as Literature, 
or ESOL rather than Translation and show interest to teaching it 
rather than to be specialized in. Some of them even do not get 
training courses to teach translation whose knowledge lack a 
16 
 
theoretical framework and are merely reflections of their own 
personal and limited experiences in teaching translation.  
2. The absence of networking among translation instructors to 
exchanging knowledge about this vital and sustainable discipline. 
Others have no contact with professional translators to update 
their teaching methods and techniques when solving various 
translation problems.  
3. They do not employ a systematic approach based on theory and 
practice when teaching translation. They do not step smoothly 
from translating to Audio-Visual interpreting, without letting 
students work on theory first and then practicing different kinds 
of interpreting, i.e. dubbing, subtitling, sight translation, and 
machine translation as they may be needed in their future working 
situation.  
c. At the students’ level 
1. Some EFL students are accepted with inadequate scores in 
English Language and sometimes are not subjected to 
language test when admission in English, or translation 
departments. Students have not always achieved levels of 
proficiency in the main language skills required to take 
translation as listening, speaking, reading and writing.  
2. Lack of educational, linguistic, cultural and communicative 
competence among students of translation about the languages 
they are working at. 
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3. EFL students in English department are not trained enough to 
be keen and skillful translators, and professional interpreters, 
in particular after graduation.  
B. Technology Assisted Translation Pedagogy  
1. Types of Translation Technology  
Translators and teacher of translation have been pioneers of the use 
of computer as a fully integrated tool into the work process 
(Alcina:2008), it means that the relationship between translation and 
computer or technology began with the growth of software for machine 
translation. According to GALA (The Globalization and Localization 
Association) types of translation technology can be distinguished into 6 
types of technology; (1) Computer Aided Translation (CAT) it is kind of 
a software system which human translators use during the translation 
process in purpose to improve their productivity, (2) Interpreting 
Technology allows interpreters work remotely, deliver the interpreting on 
many devices, and manage for booking, (3) Machine Translator (MT) is 
a fully automated softwares that translates a content into TL without 
human intervention, (4) Translation Management System (TMS), this 
tool streamline and accelerate file handling and translation workflow, (5) 
Translation Memory (TM) stores translated content in a database for 
level retrieval during translation of new content, (6) Website Translation 
Technology is multifaceted and involves tools such as Multilingual CMS, 
Connectors, and Translation APIs.  
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Based on the explanation above the type of Translation Technology 
that has similarity with this research is Translation Management System 
(TMS). TMS is a system which translator should be used as effectively 
and supportively as possible, it displays the existing translations to the 
users but do not automatically produce translations on the basis of a text 
repository (Across: 2015). Here are some benefits using TMS according 
to (Across: 2015) as follows; 
a. Time and cost saving  
It means that identical sentences do not need to be translated over 
and over again. The incurrent translation costs can be planned more 
effectively in advance. 
b. Consistent translation 
Identical sentences are always translated in the same way. Without 
translation system the translator will not always be able to remember 
whether a sentence already occurred in the same form in the past. 
c. Consistent use of terminology 
As terms are automatically identified and displayed during the 
translation, they can always be used consistenly in accordance with 
the corporate language. 
d. Processing different file formats 
The uniform of translation editor allows every translator to be 
integrated easily, regardless of his level of knowledge of the 
particular program. 
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e. All tasks at a glance 
The task and project overview in the same system save times and 
costs. The project manager immediately check which projects are 
due to the progress status. 
f. Quality check  
Automatic review of user-defined criteria that assist the parties 
involved in the project work. 
2. Implementation of Technology Assisted Translation Pedagogy  
In this modern life, improving pedagogy is a persistent aim for any 
diligent teachers and translation teacher too. The impact of 
globalizations and the requirement of modern life are the challenges for 
teaching, the incursion of new technologies is one of the most important 
affairs in this framework (Salinas, 2007). In the higher education 
learners become responsible for their own learning process, the content 
taught should be related to professional environment and the students 
must be enabled to achieve autonomous learning and self-assessment. 
In Salinas reflections, it mentions that the introduction of electronic 
means communication into the teaching-learning process has delivered 
the importance on virtual environments as pedagogy advances. Her 
objectives that proposed Web-based translator training assume that 
blended learning (B-Learning) is a learning methodology using both 
face-to-face classes and e-learning and attempts to blend the advantages 
of them. It is allowing the teachers to assume their new tutorial, but still 
allows for a personal tutorial, and face-to-face relationship 
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(Salinas:ibid). In this method, both students whom their learning style is 
social and the others prefer the auditory, visual, kinesthetic, or 
metacognitive modality are accommodated. The purpose of B-learning 
in order to construct the adequate exercises and select the best-fitting 
techniques. This research uses B-learning method that focus on 
workshop activity in the teaching-learning process with aim to train the 
translators or students. Workshop is an activity that allow a number of a 
diverse group task. The teamwork may simulate an authentic project of 
translation such as virtual translation company where every members 
should perform in different tasks, arrange a parallel texts, translating, 
editing, revising linguistic, content accuracy, and consistency checking. 
Moreover, teaching translation with technology need an evaluation 
about its role, the use of the module in class or labs is helping the 
students conceptualize a translation role that encompasses new tasks, in 
currents market require translators can use Information Technology (IT) 
and more important Translation Technology (TT) tools (Doherty and 
Moorkens, 2013). They state that the use of TT in labs sessions to enable 
students to put into use the theory they have gained from the related 
lecture, thereby playing a more active rather than passive role in the 
learning process and consequently helping the students to grasp the 
subject matter at a deeper level. The recommendations of TT in learning 
session is the attitude of the students toward TT, the need to cater for 
different levels of IT abilities, application of sufficient resources, and 
careful structuring of the lab sessions.  
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In order to use translation technology in teaching process, translators 
should understand the pros and cons of technology assisted translation 
pedagogy, limits the possibilities of real use as well as reorganization 
imposed by work with technology (Bowker, 2002; Seljan, 2011). The 
pros or advantage using technology in teaching translation is evolving 
the teachers more in their own teaching-learning process as a 
consequence they can be more responsible as the main agent of that 
process. It permits the teacher to overcome time and space barriers, to 
design new methods and instruments of teaching, tutoring and 
evaluation, preserving at the same time a personalized approach. 
Nevertheless, the cons of using technology, it needs to be learned and 
mastered first, not only for the teacher but also by the students, before 
they can be applied correctly and give benefits. Furthermore, the 
students do not always mastering the technology, they need technical 
and pedagogical advice that should be organized by the teacher, it 
requires a change of mind in order to make learners conscious of their 
own responsibility in achieving the necessary knowledge which is no 
longer presented to them in a comfortable and compact way by the 
instructor.  
3. Technology in Translation Process 
The integration of technology in translation teaching has change the 
way translator follows during the translation process which the result 
influenced the skill they expected (Odacioglu and Kokturk, 2015). 
Technological developments have freed translators to know everything 
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by offering new ways of doing translation (Pym, 2012). Academic 
teaching now use computer and information technology presenting the 
innovation, tools used by translators are not the same of those old times. 
Translators left the papers and pens, they change it into electronic 
documents and useful tools. Using high technology computer translators 
can only comprehend how to use these appropriate tools by good 
education. Require skills of translators have changed with an increasing 
amount of the integration of technology into the academic translation 
teaching. The process of translation is complex and made up of many 
sub-processes and task in different natures, numerous computer tools 
could be enhance the efficiency, quality of the results (Alcina, 2008). 
The combination of computer processes and the tools used to translate 
along with the continuous development has shown a new field of study 
called translation technologies (machine translation and computer-aided 
translation). 
According to Alcina as cited as in Seljan (2011) translation process 
is composed of several interdependent sub-processes and tasks, as a part 
of the document workflow the process and translation technology can 
be classified into five interdependents categories as follows;  
a. The Translators’ Computer Equipment  
It is dealing with the elements that related to general function of 
computer such as operating system (Microsoft, Linux, McIntosh), 
computer programs that concerned with computer maintenance 
(anti-virus, file compression and decompression software), the 
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different data input and output elements and types of information 
support (floppy drive, CD-ROM and DVD drives), computer 
peripherals (printer, scanner) and basic utilities software (notepad, 
simple image processing software, screenshot applications). 
b. Communication and Documentation Tools 
These tool are the components which include concepts, tools, and 
resources that translators use to interact through the computer or 
network with a purpose to seek translation jobs, settling doubts about 
a certain job, sending and receiving texts, documentary research and 
consulting websites that offer specialised knowledge (bibliographic 
databases, online encyclopaedias, the websites of universities and 
research groups).  
c. Text Edition and Desktop Publishing 
Any tools that are used for writing, correcting and revising texts are 
part of this block of elements, such as word processor (HTML, XML 
editors, validators, web page design application). The word 
processor already come with a series of built-in functions like 
spelling, grammar and style checkers and dictionaries of synonyms 
in several languages. In addition to these functions which aid the 
task of writing a text properly. 
d.  Language Tools and Resources 
The tools and resources designed for the collection and organisation 
of linguistic data. Tools allow translators to introduce and manage 
their own linguistic information, whereas resources are sets of 
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previously gathered linguistic data which are made available in some 
electronic format so they can be used or looked up by translators.  
e. Translation Tools 
These are tools that play a part in the actual translation process that 
are specifically designed to work with at least one source text and 
one target text at the same time and establish relationships between 
both texts on a segment level or whole text level. In some cases they 
are combined with another type of software that belongs to other 
categories, such as word processors or terminology databases. 
4. Problems and Solutions Integrating Technology in Classroom 
Running the classroom with technology in the process of teaching-
learning perhaps the strongest factor for shaping the educational 
landscape. As an educator may use technology based on curriculum to 
complement specific lesson, they must experience a paradigm shift from 
teacher-centered-classroom to student-centered-classroom which in this 
situation, educational technologies will possibly have a more central 
role, because they allow active student learning activities that the teacher 
becomes the facilitator of learning process (Johnson et al, 2016). The 
acquisition of new technology equipment to adaptation of curricula and 
techniques in order to combine new educational devices, the integration 
of technology presents significant challenges to educators. Common 
problems or challenges that faced by educators in attempting to integrate 
technology in the classroom according to (Johnson, Jacovina, Rusell, 
and Soto, 2016) as follows: 
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a. External Challenges  
This challenges must be addressed in the institutional level and 
changes are typically supplementary. 
1) Access 
The external barriers that are commonly happen in the 
classroom, first about the widespread access as the necessary 
tools to run the educational computer programs. If the access is 
limited for example in one hour per week, the constant use of 
technology in the classroom is not viable. Inconsistent computer 
access makes it extremely difficult for instructors to integrate 
technology into existing lesson plans.  
2) Training 
Inadequate development and training that teacher nowadays 
need to walk on additional training to keep their skill current in 
operating technology, because using classroom technology, 
operating software, and searching the internet is constantly 
changing. Thus, it is important for the teachers to stay up-to-date 
with their technological expertise.  
3) Support 
Sometimes teacher in this presents time do not have optimal 
access to technological support, in other words with additional 
technology support teacher does not need to worry about 
technological barriers and focus on teaching the students. With 
the high quality support from both creators of educational 
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technologies and school empeloyees, the teacher will get the 
resources they deserve. The supported knowledge that is readily 
available may increase the acceptance of classroom 
technologies.  
b. Internal Challenges  
In this challenge, instead of using appropriate pedagogy in the 
classroom, as individual educators are very responsible in using 
technology. These issues are based on their nature such as:  
1) Teacher’s Attitude and Beliefs 
This barriers relate to the teachers, their beliefs, and their 
knowledge. The teacher’s attitude and beliefs are important 
factors in defining the role of technology in the classroom also 
its effectiveness. Both attitudes and beliefs in educational 
technology, generally will influence how teachers implement 
the technology.  
2) Confidence in skills and knowledge 
Confidence in skills and knowledge are essentially for the 
teachers feel comfortable and confident about their ability to use 
the technology in appropriate ways. Students today are raised in 
the environment that satisfied by computer technology, thus as 
an educator it can intimidate the teachers especially for those 
who have a little experience. If so, the teachers may feel less in 
control the classroom. Build the teacher’s knowledge to 
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adequate level, boosting confident in the process, training and 
support is necessary.  
3) Technology and Learning 
New technologies should combine students performance 
visualization tools that permit teachers easily understand the 
student’s progress on their individual progress. However, 
technology can be powerful in improve learning, the teachers 
remain as the crucial factor in determine the student’s success.  
4) Teacher Resistance to Technology in The Classroom 
The teacher’s desire to make their students learn effectively in 
the classroom drives the instruction. Educators spend countless 
hours or times to create a lesson plan that will hold the student’s 
attention and make the learning activity exciting. Revising the 
lesson plans for hours which means additional work for the 
teacher, and it is the problematic with the demanding schedule. 
Revising lesson plans to incorporate technology is even more 
tiring work. The teacher must learn the technology 
appropriately to utilize it in the classroom setting, before 
deciding how to integrate technology with the classroom 
objectives and curriculum. Even if the teachers find out a 
technology that they believe will help their students, it is not 
always clear that the programs are really effective. 
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 To encourage the technology integration in the classroom, to solve 
all the problems: (1) the teachers should take effect on what technology 
they will use in the instruction. Teaching is a personal experience, no 
single educational technology will be perfect for every teacher, and 
educators should have the ability to select a technology that they feel 
most comfortable with, (2) encouraging acceptance of classroom 
technology is a call for better organization of available technologies. 
Teachers should be able to easily find and access rigorously tested 
technologies within a specific learning domain. Better organization of 
empirically validated educational technologies will serve to save 
valuable time and will place less of a burden on the teacher. 
C. Media  
1. Definition of Media  
Media can be defines by their technology, symbol systems, and 
processing capabilities. Obviously, the characteristic of its medium 
technology, the mechanical and electronic aspects determine the 
function and some extent its shape also the physical features (Kozma, 
1991). Furthermore, media is a tool to give stimulant for the students 
that occur in the learning process Briggs (1979). Media is a learning  
activity which reffers to a condition that created for someone to do 
something in learning activity. Brown (1970) underlines that the media 
used by the teachers or the students could be influence the effectiveness 
of the learning and teaching processes.  
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Some comprehensions can be developed about the position of the 
media and its role also the contribution in learning activities. Kemp 
and Dayton (1985) defines the delivery of learning messages are more 
standardized and learning can be more interesting as follows: 
a. Learning becomes more interactive by applying learning theory 
b. The time for learning can be shortened 
c. The quality of learning can be improved 
d. The learning process can take place whenever and wherever needed 
e. The positive attitude of students towards learning material and the 
learning process can be abandoned 
f.  The role of the teacher changes towards positive 
2. Function of Media  
 Sudrajat (2011) mentions the functions of media in learning processes 
and the results of research shows the positive impact of the use of the 
media as follows : 
a. Media can overcome the limitations of experience by students 
b. Learning media can get beyond the classroom boundaries 
c. Learning media allows direct interaction between students and the 
environment 
d. The media produces diversity of observations 
e. The media embeded the true, concrete and realistic basic concepts 
f. Media motivates and stimulates children to learn 
g. The media provides an integral / comprehensive experience of the 
concrete up to abstract. 
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Based on the functions of media above, it can be concluded that media 
helps overcome the obstacles which occur during the learning processes 
in the classroom.  
3. Media and Technology in Education  
     Learning process is a communication process that takes place in a 
system and is quite important as one component in the learning system. 
Media is an integral component of the learning system, without the media 
communication process will not occur and will not run optimally 
(Santyasa, 2007). However, Arsyad (2011:11) says the use of the media 
in the process of teaching and learning raise the eagerness of new thing, 
generating enthusiasm and stimulus learning activities, also could bring 
the psychological influence upon the students. Learning with media 
which use on the stage of orientation in teaching will help the 
effectiveness of the learning process at the time, as well as being able to 
evoke the enthusiasm of the students. Instead of media that aid the 
classroom teaching and learning activity, The use of technology in the 
classroom gives significant impact in teaching and learning process. 
Technology is ubiquitous, touching almost every aspect of our lives, our 
communities, our homes, yet when it properly used will help the students 
acquire the skills that they need to explore (Canough, 2013:1).  
Integrating technology into teaching and learning process in 
classroom means it is not teaching basic computer skills and software 
program. The effective integration technology to run the classroom 
successfully is achieved when the students routine and transparent using 
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technology, also it supports curricular goals. In today’s society, people 
have begun to gain information and knowledge through technology or 
internet, and other types of media. Technology has caused a large 
movement in the field of education. Most of the students now are using 
gadgets or smartphone, sophisticated laptop and computer, also they are 
very active in social media. In this phenomenon we can conclude that the 
increase of technology become a quite challenge for educators, they have 
to keep in touch with various form of media that the students are 
interesting with. With new educational technologies everyday, the 
educators not only control it but also more importantly be able to navigate 
and manipulate the technology together with the needs of student.  
4. Types of Media 
In modern times, communication and technology are very close 
related. It is impossible for any institutions to run without the modern 
techno logy, sophisticated technologies can transfer any kind of 
information in every distances. There are many ways in education or in 
the learning process transfer the information with media and there are 
some types of media in teaching and learning processes. Some types of 
media based on technology development classified into two categories 
according to Arsyad (2006:33-34): 
a. Traditional Media  
Traditional media are things that can be used to carry a message from 
the sender to receiver in traditional ways, and there are 8 types of 
traditional media as follows: 
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1) Projected silent visual 
Example : slide and filmstrips 
2) Not projected visual  
Example : poster, picture, and diagram 
3) Audio  
Example : cassete, reel, and catridge 
4) Multimedia presentation 
Example : slide plus sound(tape) and multi-image 
5) Projected visual dynamic 
Example : movie, television, and video 
6) Published  
Example : textbook, workbook, and handout 
7) Games  
Example : simulation, puzzle, and flashcard 
8) Realita  
Example : model, specimen, manipulative (doll, car, etc) 
b. ICT (Internet Communication Technology) media 
 ICT is the opposite of traditional media, it provides a facility 
of online learning process with the internet connection or 
electronic tools also known as E-Learning. There are two kinds 
of ICT media as follows: 
1) Telecomunication Media  
Example : teleconference, facebook, blog, twitter, and soon 
2) Microprocessor Media 
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Example : computer-assisted instruction, computer game, 
compact (video), etc 
5. Online and Offline Media  
In the process of teaching and learning activity that use media is 
very helpfull, its process to take the information make the students easy 
to comprehend the material. There are two types of media that assist in 
teaching and learning process, online and offline. At the era when 
knowledge and information flow rapidly, the application of digital 
learning covers different fields and industries, diverse digital teaching 
materials are produced, and schools have actively introduced distinct 
digital teaching platforms to the instruction, expecting to promote 
students’ learning outcome (Lin, Chen-Chen, and Liu: 2017). They also 
state that computers and network technology media were applied to 
learning situations, including synchronous and asynchronous network 
learning, to break through the restrictions on time, location, and 
schedule. Additionally, Holzberger (2013) assumes that digital learning 
as delivery with the digital form of media (e.g. texts or pictures) through 
internet connection, it provides learning content and teaching method 
to enhance learners’ learning, aimed to improve the effectiveness of 
teaching, promote personal knowledge or skills. Moreover, Lai (2012) 
states practical teaching strategies could be developed by combining 
with current teaching trend and extracting the advantages of digital 
learning to achieve the teaching effectiveness.  
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Meanwhile, difference aspect in offline media for teaching and 
learning process Zhong (2015) defines an offline learning system is a 
type of client procedure that can allow users to study courses using their 
personal computer as well as allow faculty to track and record their 
learning. It implies that the students can download the teaching courses 
real material and achieve real-time learning by installing an offline 
learning system. Zhong (2015) distinguish offline learning system has 
the following property requirements:  
a. The working performance of the system is stable with good 
compatibility, and the operating environment of the system should 
satisfy the configuration of most computers with good 
compatibility. 
b. It should have data recording and tracking functions. 
c. It should have a data encryption function. Since an offline learning 
system allows use of an external network to log in, once encrypted 
files are disclosed, all curriculum assignments, learning content 
and examinations will lose significance. 
Based on the explanation above, in this research use offline media as 
the platform to transfer information between lecturer and students. 
D. Teaching Translation with Microsoft Publisher 
1. Definition of Microsoft Publisher  
In teaching and learning process, there are so many applications or 
tools or media that teacher can use in teaching English. It helps the 
teacher to deliver the materials easily and in effective way. It might be 
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gain the students’ focus and attention in the learning process, so they 
will get better achievement. In this research, Translation on Textbook 
class use media based on computerized-system through an offline 
learning system with regards to the development and application of 
physical education teaching mode as an example Microsoft Publisher. 
Microsoft Publisher is an entry-level graphic design program included 
in some versions of Microsoft Office. It provides easy to use and less 
expensive publishing options for creating design and logos for small 
business, where using other high-end applications may not be possible.  
Microsoft Publisher is a great application for creating visually rich, 
professional-looking publications without investing lots of money and 
time in a complicated desktop publishing application (Garton, 2004: 2-
3). Microsoft Publisher incudes templates for many types of common 
bussiness needs, such as bussiness cards, brochures, label of address, 
and calendars. Microsoft offers the option to directly mail the file, 
export it as another file type or upload it to the cloud and publish online. 
The aim for learning translation with Microsoft Publisher is the students 
in order to not only be able to translate texts, but also working with 
Microsoft Publisher helps the students in the process of translation 
which provides a framework  in designing a Bilingual Textbook from 
Indonesia to English. Thus, the students get two benefits from this 
application, they can translate a textbook and design their own books 
then publish it. 
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2. Features in Microsoft Publisher  
Microsoft Publisher is a desktop publishing with innovative features 
that facilitate the teaching and learning activities especially how to 
create a textbook in real form. There are some features that are available 
in Microsoft Publisher that the teacher can use to create a textbook. The 
following are the explanations of each features: 
a. Page Design. It is part of the ribbon that runs along the top, it is a 
tool that design the paper form, orientation, and size. The standart 
size for a textbook paper in general is B5. 
b. Margin. A part of page design that adjusts the paper size. In this 
feature there is a choice of Margin Guides then we select the Two-
Page Master menu, so that the shape of the paper resembles a two-
page book package that is parallel. After select that menu, fill the 
paper size in option Inside (2,3 cm), Outside (1,3 cm), Top (2 cm), 
and Bottom (2 cm) all the measurement is based on the standart size 
of textbook. 
c. Two-Page Spread. It is part of View ribbon that printing convention 
that represents leading and trailing pages in a bound or folded project 
such as a book, booklet, newsletter, or greeting card. Often, the pages 
in a two-page spread mirror one another.  
d. Master Page. Use Master Page in order to repeat the design and 
layout elements on multiple pages on a textbook.  
e. Page Numbers. They are an important elements of multi-page 
documents. They let the readers know which page of the documents, 
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they are currently reading but it is also can be helpful in re-
organizing the document if the pages separate from one another. 
f. Footer. Create the footer of Microsoft Publisher on any Master 
Page. It can comprise page number automatically, current date and 
time display, inline objects, any text that we want.  
g. Page Setup.  Group on the Page Design tab that can change the page 
size, orientation, and preview the changes.  
h. Page Layout. Guide the user to organize text, pictures, and other 
objects into columns and rows so the textbook has an ordered or 
consistent look.  
E. Previous Related Study  
All ideas, techniques, and teaching methods cannot be separated from 
the previous study of other researchers to support the researchers’ mindset 
and authorship. Several research compilation drawn from some references: 
First, researcher found a study that has a similarity in the methodology 
of teaching translation class with media or technology. The study has been 
conducted by Donald C Kiraly (2005) from Johannes Gutenberg University 
Mainz, Germany with his research journal entitled Project-Based Learning: 
A Case for Situated Translation. The result of this research is that he applied 
Project Based Learning method in his translation class for subtitling project. 
The project began with a request from a small German film production 
company to subtitle a documentary movie. In this project Kiraly used a 
freeware program for semi-professional subtitling work. The similarity of 
this research with researchers’ study is Project Based Learning in translation 
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class using software or technology as the media in teaching and learning 
process.  
Second, the research journal from Stephen Doherty and Joss Moerkens 
(2013) entitled “Investigating The Experience of Translation Technology 
Labs: Pedagogical Implications”. The result of this research is about their 
experience about translation technology is an evaluation about the role of 
translation technology in lab sessions. The aim is improving the quality of 
translation technology labs. During the translator training session in labs 
using Translation Technology module enable the students to put into use the 
theory they have gained from the related lecture, thereby playing a more 
active rather than passive role in the learning process and consequently 
helping the students to grasp the subject matter at a deeper level.  
Last, a research from Maria Jose Varela Salinas (2007) a lecturer at 
Translation and Interpreting Department of University of Malaga Spain, 
entitled “How New Technologies Improve Translation Pedagogy”. This 
article wants to show the contribution how new technologies can improve 
not only professional standard of translation students but also the acquisition 
of translation memories, databases, and internet information sources can 
become a pedagogical tools to achieve important skills such as autonomous 
learner-learning, assessment, or collaborative learning and working. The 
result of this research shown that The use of ICT permits us to overcome 
time and space barriers, to design new methods and instruments of teaching, 
tutoring and evaluation, preserving at the same time a personalized 
approach. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Design  
In this research, the researcher used descriptive qualitative research. 
The collected data is not drawn by numbers, but it comes from the interview 
text, field note, private documents, memo, and legal documents. Thus, the 
qualitative approach in this research make a connection between the empiric 
reality behind the intense phenomena, details, and clear. The use of this 
qualitative approach  creates a connection between the empiric reality and 
the applicable theories and custom with descriptive method (Moelong, 
2004: 131). 
Keirl and Miller as cited in Moelong (2004) qualitative research is a 
certain tradition in social science in fundamental way based on observation, 
mankinds, its location, and the relation between the people in their language 
also terms. In qualitative method, the researcher as the key informant  study 
the condition of object and the data collection technique are done in 
combination, the analysis of data is inductive, the result of the research 
emphasis the meaning rather than generalization. 
In details, the researcher employed qualitative descriptive method as the 
research methodology, because the researcher analyzed the data 
descriptively and to present the data about the fifth semester students of 
English Language Education during their participation in Translation on 
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Textbook subject in The State Islamic Institute of Surakarta in year 
2018/2019. The researcher focuses on how is the implementation of the 
process in translation on textbook using Microsoft Publisher and the 
problems that arise in the process also how to solve it.  
B. Research Setting  
1. Setting of  Place  
The researcher took a research place at The State Islamic Institute of 
Surakarta, located at Jalan Pandawa Pucangan, Kartasura Sukoharjo.  
2. Setting of Time 
The research will be held at IAIN Surakarta from the beginning until the 
end of research. The researcher conducted the research from October 
2018 until July 2019.  
C. Research Subject and Object  
The first subject in this research was the lecturer of Translation on 
Textbook Subject Mr. Muhammad Romdoni P, he is one of lecturer in 
English Language Education of The State Islamic Institute of Surakarta 
(IAIN Surakarta). Mr. Romdoni taught English translation class at English 
Language Education.  
The second subject in this research was the students of Translation on 
Textbook Subject at fifth semester of English Language Education. There 
were two classes 5M (21 students) and 5N (35 students) for each classes so 
the total was 56 students, but in this research will be conducted in 5N class. 
It can be concluded that in a big amount of the students there must be an 
effective, convenient, and easy to use media will help them understand the 
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material of the subject. It is kind of big classes for each consisting 
approximately 20-30 students, and it should have a suitable media for 
teaching and learning process. If so, there is no suitable media for teaching 
and learning process will be not effective. Thus, the use of media is 
important.  
The researcher object was the Implementation of Microsoft Publisher 
in Translation on Textbook Subject focused on the role of the lecturer and 
students. It can take a look from Microsoft Publisher application. Moreover, 
the use of Microsoft Publisher would be starting on the fifth semester in 
English Education Department term because the prior semester there was no 
suitable media in teaching Translation on Textbook subject. The researcher 
is able to know the the whole activities in Microsoft Publisher especially the 
use of this media in teaching and learning process and understand the 
situation also the condition in translation class, the problems that in the 
implementation of Microsoft Publisher in Translation on Textbook subject 
and how to solve it. 
D. The Source of Data 
According to (Subadi, 2006:64) in qualitative research the technique of 
collecting the data generally used observation, interview, and 
documentation. The source of data in qualitative research usually can be 
humans (informants) and non-humans (various pictures, documents, 
records, archieves, etc). The data in this research are written based on 
observation in Translation on Textbook class, the interview script with the 
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lecturer and some of the students, some documents that related with this 
subject.  
E. Technique of Collecting Data 
The technique that use in this research data are observation, interview, 
and documentation.  
1. Observation  
Gordon (1991) as cited in Subandi (2006:65) states observation and 
documentation are used to maintain the scientific truth, that the research 
considered it widelyby science itself with empirical testimoni. If a 
statement called scientific, it has been tested by observation and 
experiment. Observation method is used in order to collect the data that 
provide an overview of the social settings are obtained through 
observation to view the data in the field and hear the information. This 
method is used to obtain the data in the form of complementary data. it 
is also used to match some information with the data in the field. 
The researcher observe all the activities in the classroom, the 
participation during the learning process: 
a. The lecturer who delivers the tutorial how to translate and design a 
textbook in front of the class. 
b. The process of the students translating and designing textbook with 
Microsoft Publisher. 
c. The interaction between students from the early until the end of the 
class.  
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d. The researcher takes a field note and voice recorded in every 
activities of the students and lecture. 
2. Interview 
In qualitative research the technique of collecting the data commonly 
used interview as the main method. (Subadi, 2006:64) believes that “(1) 
by interviewing, the researchers can explore information directly which 
experienced by the subjects, but also the explicit knowledge), (2) what 
the informant asks can include things that are time-related with respect 
to the past, present, and future.” The aim of this interview is getting 
detail information from the informant.  
The interview will do both the lecturer and the students in 
Translation on Textbook Class. Before doing the interview, the 
researcher prepare a list of questions in order to avoid the interview 
being too long and out of context. The types of interview in this research 
is Structure Interview where problems or questions will be asked pre-
determined. The questions to the lecturer are about the way he thinks 
about Microsoft Publisher in the process of learning to help the students 
easier to get informations, practices, and etc.  
3. Documentation 
Documentation comes from word document, that means written 
stuff. the documentation method is the way collecting data which record 
all existing datas (Riyanto, 1996: 83). Documentation method is 
searching data about things or variables in the form of book notes, 
letters, transcript, magazines, notulen, meeting, agenda, and etc.  
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In this research, this process involves recording information through 
various form such as observational field-notes, interview transcript, 
sound recording, documents of the source book, syllabus, and the 
students presence. The researcher take documents to understand what 
teacher and students do in Microsoft Publisher and the whole contents 
in lecturer’s Microsoft Publisher. To collect the data in this research, 
for all the problem formulation, the researcher used Observation, 
Interview and Documentation.  
F. The Technique of Analysis Data  
The collected data through qualitative method is invariably 
unstructured, high proportion of text consisting verbal transcriptions of 
interviews or discussions, field notes or written documents (Bryman and 
Burgess, 1994:176). Essentially, qualitative data analysis are about 
detection, defining, categorizing, theorizing, explaining, exploring and 
mapping which is fundamental to the analyst’s role. They also state that in 
qualitative research ‘framework’ designed to facilitate systematic analysis 
within the demands and the constraints of policy research to help the aims 
of the research also the output to be achieved. Framework is an analytical 
process which involves a number of distinct through highly interconnected 
stages (Bryman and Burgess:ibid). It is a mechanical process, systematic, 
disciplined that relies on the creative and conceptual ability of the researcher 
to determine meaning, salience, and connection.  
The data analysis systematically were obtained from the interviews, 
observation, field notes, and other documents, thus it can be understood 
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easily. After the researcher collected the data, she arranged and presented 
the data. This qualitative research is a method without using any statistic 
procedures. Generally, the analysis of qualitative research are description of 
occasion analysis, interaction between the participants, and document 
analysis (Santosa, 2017:63). Moreover, Spradely (1980) enhances that the 
document analysis used to analyze the content of the document which 
contained in the field, it is shaping the meaning from the aspects of the 
research document.  This analysis focus on how the cultural values, social, 
and individual create text both oral and written. Spradely (1980) also put 
forward 4 deep stages on qualitative data analysis as follows : 
1. Domain Analysis  
 Based on (Spradely, 1980 as cited in Santosa, 2017:68) explains the 
overall descriptions of the object of research, through general or detailed 
questions found by the researcher with various categories or domains as 
a foundation for the further research. The data can be obtained from the 
grand tour or monitor question as well as the results in the form of 
common description of the object under the study that previously have 
known.  
 The researcher got the data from ‘Translation on Textbook’ class at 
fifth semester students of English Education Department, and in this 
research the obtained information is not deep yet, still on the surface. It 
has found the domains or categories of social situation study. At the 
beginning of research, the researcher looking for and collected the data 
to get the general idea. After that, all the data that can be used in the 
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research will be collected one by one. Then, the data will be separated 
based on the research needs for observation thus, the premiere 
conclusions can be obtained. Once found, the researcher try to develop 
the interview guideline or structured interview which contain of several 
question that related to the object of the research. To get the required 
data, the researcher asked permission from Mr. Romdhoni Prakoso as the 
lecturer who taught ‘Translation on Textbook’ to conduct observation.  
2. Taxonomy Analysis  
Taxonomy analysis based on (Spradely 1980) is the continue stage 
of domain analysis, it explains the domain more specificly to know the 
internal structure. Analysis of all the collected data based on a 
predetermined domain, it can be distinguished in detail by the researcher 
through this analysis. 
3. Componential analysis  
A componential analysis is sought to organize or gasp the contrast 
of domain. These research data were collected through observation, 
follow-up interview, and selected documentation. Then, with the data 
collection technique from triangulation a number of specific and different 
dimension on each elements could be found.  
After found some similarities of traits or patterns of data from 
taxonomy analysis, the researcher further made a deeper observation. In 
this stage, researcher wanted to reveal several pictures or patterns in the 
data, generating it with the ratio that used and another things. Then, 
continue to create a guideline interview by giving some capable questions 
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which confirm the researcher’s findings in componential analysis. The 
type of data can be used to support the component analysis, (Spradely, 
1980 as cited in Santosa, 2017;65) explains that the component analysis 
basically connects between components and aspects. These happened 
between components in domain and aspects in taxonomy.  
In this case, the researcher made a table to analyze the data easily, 
the aim was helped the researcher to identify in the problems that arise in 
Translation on Textbook classroom at fifth semester both in the process 
of translating textbook and using Microsoft Publisher, also how to solve 
it. After that, explain all the results in detail and clearly. 
4. Analysis of Cultural Themes 
Based on (Santosa, 2017:93) point of view, analysis of cultural 
themes is “the substantive theory” that can be grounded from the result 
of previous componential analysis. In general, this analysis is complex 
because all the components and aspects between the relation form 
(substantive theory of research), contexts, theories and the secunder data 
simultaneously work in order to seek further theory. Basically, the 
analysis of cultural themes is not linear. However, the process is 
interactive that combining the linear and circular process together. In 
short, the relation form, context, related theories, and the supported or 
contrast data serve in our mind through the process of interpretation, 
understanding, explanation, then put it all together in sentences.  
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Figure 3.1 Techniques of Analyzing Data (Spradely, 1980) 
 
G. Data Coding 
In this research, there will be some codes that gave to each datum in 
purpose to make the researcher easily analysis the data. The coding’s type 
for every findings as follows :  
1. Using number to code the datum, in example 01 means the first datum. 
2. Using abbreviation with capital characters to code the informant’s name, 
in example FK. 
3. Using abbreviation with capital characters for coding the kinds of 
problem, 
a. Problems in Integrating Technology  
EXP : External Problem 
 AC  : Access 
 S        : Support 
 T : Training 
 
Domain Taxonomy Componential 
Determine 
Cultural 
Themes 
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 INP : Internal Problem 
 TAB  : Teacher’s Attitude and Belief 
 C : Confidence 
 TL : Teaching and Learning 
 TR : Teaching Resistance 
b. Problems in Teaching Translation Process  
 AL : Academic Level 
 IL : Instructional Level 
 SL : Students Level 
4. Using abbreviation with capital characters to code the problems solving 
or solution 
TC : Teacher’s Competence 
TS : Teacher’s Support 
 
 
 
No 
 
 
Informants 
Problems Integrating Technology Problems 
Teaching 
Translation 
 
Solutions  
EXP 
 
INP 
AC S T TAB C TL TR AL IL SL TC TS 
01 FAN             
02 FMM             
 
           Table. 1. Example of Componential Table of Problems and Solutions 
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 Here is the example to read the componential table from the table of 
analysis: (01/FAN/EXP-AC/TP-SL/TC) means that the datum number 01 
with the initial informant FAN. The datum analyze the student’s external 
problem that happened in the access, also the other problems in translation 
process happened in the students level matter. Then, the way he or she solves 
the problem is conducting consultation from the lecturer. Consultation is a 
kind of teacher’s ability in revising the student’s works of Microsoft 
Publisher and Translation Techniques and give suggestions.  
 The table above explains about the interrelationship between every 
problems or obstacles that the fifth semester students have been through, 
based on the theory of (Johnson at al, 2016) and (Al Khalil, 2014), both in 
the process of translating the textbook and operating Microsoft Publisher. 
From this table, as we could find the amplification and simplification to find 
the implementation of Translation on Textbook process in analyzing the 
problems and how to solve.  
H. The Trustworthiness of Data 
To determine the trustworthiness of data, the reseracher need some 
techniques in examining the data. The examination is based on some 
criterias. There are four criterias use: credibility, transferability, 
dependability, and comfromability. Moelong (2013:330) defines 
triangulation is a technique to check the data by using something beyond 
data. Moreover, Patton (2002) explaines there are four triangulations 
techniques: (1) data triangulation: data source of triangulations done 
through different data sources such as observation, documents, field notes, 
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or picture, (2) investigator triangulation: among researchers (for research 
conducted by group) done by more than one researcher in collecting and 
analyzing the data, (3) methodological triangulation: comparing the data in 
different techniques such as observation and interview, (4) theoretical 
triangulation: comparing the finding with theories to formulate a thesis 
statement.  
In this research, the researcher used methodological triangulation with 
a purpose rechecking the information from observations, interviews then, 
the data get relevant documents. The validity of data or the result of the 
study it might be avoided from a doubtness with the data which have 
collected lead to accurate or inaccurate and complete or incomplete.  
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Research Findings 
In this chapter, in order to get comprehensive and point of view of the 
research, researcher describes the answer of research problems that have been 
formulated before in chapter I. The collected data from the observation 
conducted in classroom, interview with students and lecturer, analyze several 
documents such as the student’s bilingual textbook result and the lecturer’s 
syllabus. The research findings focused on : (1) the implementation in the 
process of teaching-learning Translation on Textbook using Microsoft 
Publisher (2) The result of using Microsoft Publisher in Translation on 
Textbook subject (3) The problems and solutions in using Microsoft Publisher  
1. The Implementation of Microsoft Publisher Application in 
Translation on Textbook Subject 
In this explanation, the researcher defines the Implementation of 
Microsoft Publisher Application in Translation on Textbook Subject focus 
on the process of teaching and learning in the classroom started from the 
beginning until the end of class. Based on the findings that researcher has 
been collected in classroom observation and interview’s with the lecturer 
as the key informant, he explained all the activities in detail below: 
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Mr. Doni : ““First I divided into two periods, before mid-semester and after 
mid-semester. Before the mid-semester, I gave a theory less but 
more practical, it is authentic material so they have immediately 
practice. Then, most of the ways I taught them with using 
authentic material first, then they tried to translate and I helped 
them to revise it together. "Which one is already equivalent?", 
"Which one is already accurate?" If it is not accurate, we will 
revise it together. Then, before mid-semester I told them first. 
"Please you make groups, then look for textbooks in 
bsd.pendidikan.id choose one of junior or high school 
textbooks." What level of grade and topic depends on student. 
After that, they have to choose which topics they will explain, 
after the mid-semester I give the Microsoft Publisher as the 
application to translate the textbook. So, the final form will be 
truly or similar like the real textbook. For 2 weeks I explain 
about Microsoft Publisher first, then 2 weeks after they had to 
translate the work in their homes not in classroom, in the next 2 
weeks were used for consultation sessions it is as the 
replacement of absences and the consultation is about how far 
they progressed. Then, I give the advice until their works fix. 
After 2 weeks they are in class finishing their products. Then, 
the last, and finally, they print themselves and become 
textbooks.” (Mr. Doni/ Thursday, 29th December 2018) 
The lecturer statements above explained about the main activity of 
Translation on Textbook class which the lecturer distinguished the activity 
into two sessions. First, before the mid-semester he gave the students the 
basic or fundamental theories about Translation only in a short time, and 
he focused on more practice than theories. Based on his opinion, it would 
be better as the translation’s teacher to give more practices and give some 
authentic materials to the students. After the students got some 
explanations, the lecturer gave translation’s worksheets practice to the 
students and they have to practice by themselves. If they had difficulties 
in translating the worksheets practice, the lecturer would conduct a 
discussion with all students. Next, before the students did their mid-
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semester the lecturer ask them to create a group of study and search on the 
internet about bsd.pendidikan.id which it contains a lot of handbooks or 
textbooks for Junior and Senior High School students, even there are some 
books for Elementary students. The students could choose the subject as 
they want, then the source is very helpful because they translate the 
textbooks with authentic material or a textbook in general form and had to 
design the cover that should look similar with the real. 
After the mid-semester, Mr. Doni in early two weeks of meeting he 
decided to introduce Microsoft Publisher to the students and gave some 
tutorials how to operate it. The following two weeks of the meeting, the 
students should have to work in a group discussion, they had a project to 
translate a textbook but not in the classroom. The lecturer changed the 
meeting with a consultation session in order to make it as a project based 
learning. Then, if all the students have conducted a consultation with the 
lecturer, in the last meeting then he ordered the students to scan their works 
and created the arrangements of textbook with Microsoft Publisher also 
made a cover of it. Based on the researcher observation, the lecturer used 
Microsoft Publisher in the classroom three times. Researcher was 
conducted an observation for 6 times in different places. Here are the 
process of teaching Translation on Textbook subject with Microsoft 
Publisher: Preparation, Main Activity (Teaching-Learnig Process), 
Evaluation. 
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a. Preparation 
As a lecturer the first thing to do, Mr. Doni did a preparation 
before he conveyed the materials in front of the classroom. Preparation 
is the important part in teaching. In this activity, the lecturer already 
prepared some references, authentic materials, arranged the teaching 
plans in one semester. In his stage, Mr. Doni underlined that he gave 
the students more practice than theories, thus before mid-semester he 
has prepared the materials from a website of internet 
(bsd.pendidikan.id) which the material looks so real or authentic. The 
aim of this subject are students could be able to translate the real 
authentic textbook, and could translate a textbook in different subjects 
such as sciences, economics, histories, sports, etc. It could be seen in 
lecturer’s interview below: 
Mr. Doni: “What I have to prepare, since the class discusses about the 
textbook, of course I searched for the right website and finally 
found the original one or real package book, so the students 
are intended to practice in real terms. Theoretical only as a 
companion, then I look for theories that are suitable for their 
exercise. Before the mid-semester I gave the theory first and 
then exercise with the authentic material. It is from my 
previous translation clients. In recent years I have also 
devoted to translate, now I also provide authentic material 
from there, and only a few parts with various themes. The topic 
is not about language, there are science, social, culture, and 
even sports. Then the ones about health text from Poltekes 
exist, so I put more emphasis on the practice, not the 
theoretical one, just for the students exercise.  
     (Mr. Doni/Thursday, 29th December 2018) 
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From the lecturer’s explanation above, he also gave the materials from 
his previous project with some clients and he made it as exercises to the 
students, in order to make the students know the different subjects and 
matters in each textbooks.  
b. Main Activity (Teaching-Learning Process) 
In this stage, the researcher has taken several notes and written all 
the teaching and learning process of Translation on Textbook subject 
with Microsoft Publisher application. In the field note, the researcher 
explained in detail about the process as follows: 
1) Introduction 
After the mid-semester in the first week of meeting the lecturer 
opened the classroom with salaam and gave some evaluation about 
student’s mid-test result, then he started to explain about Microsoft 
Publisher application which aid them in translation process. He was 
so intense and introduce the application in detail about the function 
and how to operate it. He also added that Microsoft Publisher is an 
application that works in designing book. In the first meeting, the 
lecturer asked the students to bring their own laptop to practice 
together how to operate Microsoft Publisher. (Based on Classroom 
Observation on Thursday, October 25th 2018). 
2) Delivering Materials 
a. Delivering Material in Translation Process 
In the second step, the lecturer did transfer the materials in 
front of the classroom. He gave a lot of exercises before the 
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students do the real project, it can be seen from the lecturer 
interview’s below: 
Mr. Doni : “Before mid-semester, I gave the students less theory 
and more practices. I gave them authentic material so 
that they could immediately practice. Then, most of 
the ways I gave authentic material, then they try to 
translate, I help them when they thave any difficulties 
and revise it together. "Which one of their work were 
already equivalent?", "Which of these were already 
accurate?" if it is not accurate we revise it together. 
Then, before mid-semester I told to the students first. 
"Please you have to make groups, then look for 
source of textbooks in the bsd.pendidikan.id, it is 
provide textbook for junior or senior high school 
students." What level of grade and topic depends on 
student’s group. They have to choose which topics 
they will explain, then after the mid-semester I 
introduce Microsoft Publisher as the application to 
translate the textbook. So that the final form will be 
the real form of textbook.”  
  (Mr. Doni/Thursday, 29th December 2018) 
Based on the lecturer’s explanation above, he said that in the 
classroom all the students got more practices from the authentic 
material. After that, he conducted a discussion with all the 
students. Were their translation’s result equivalent? Which part 
of their translation that equivalent? Then, he helped the students 
to solve the incorrect translation and make it equivalent. Next, 
after the students have done with the practices, they should do a 
project to create a bilingual textbook with Microsoft Publisher 
application.  
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b. Delivering Material with Microsoft Publisher 
The same data was collected from researcher’s field note of 
observation that in the process of delivering the materials, the 
lecturer gave some tutorials how to operate Microsoft Publisher. 
In the first meeting, the lecturer explained to the students how 
to create or design a textbook’s layout. The students should 
make a bilingual textbook, so it has a different form. The layout 
has two pages spread that on the left and right side.  The students 
must fulfill the Source Language on the left side and Target 
Language on the right side. Simply to help the students translate 
the textbook without open another pages and the size of the page 
is B5 type which the standardize size of textbook in general. 
This project made the bilingual textbook look similar with the 
real textbook of Source Language. This was supported by the 
researcher’s observation in the classroom as follows: 
“After that, the lecturer explained about the project that the 
students would do, namely making a bilingual book. Students 
were asked to translate a textbook with the theme of free subjects 
according to the interests of the students (sciences, socials, 
economic, etc). The source of the translation comes from the e-
book (bsd.pendidikan.id). In the process of delivering material, 
the lecturer gave a tutorial on how to operate Microsoft 
Publisher to create a textbook. The lecturer copied several 
sentences from one of the examples of the Science (Biology) text 
into one of the Publisher textbook layout sections, because the 
form of the layout was made very similar to the general textbook 
with the same size and shape.  
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Then, students put the sentence and copied into the layout that 
has been given Dropbox tools to the left side as Source 
Language. If there were images in Source Language, students 
must also copied it, because the translation’s results from 
Target Language made as close as possible with the original 
textbook.” (Classroom Observation/ Thursday, October 25th 
2018) 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Microsoft Publisher Textbook’s Layout 
3) Assignment of Translation on Textbook 
The third step, after the lecturer delivered all the theories and 
some tutorials how to operate Microsoft Publisher. Next, the 
students should do a project as their final test and they should work 
in a team or group. This supported by the lecturer’s interview 
below: 
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Mr. Doni : “For 2 weeks I taught and explained Microsoft 
Publisher first, 2 weeks later the students had to 
translate their translation works in their residences not 
in class. The next 2 weeks were used for consultation 
sessions as the substitute for absence. The consultation 
contained about how far they progressed with their 
works. In consultation I gave them advice until their 
works were correct. After 2 weeks they were in class 
and have to be finishing their products. The last, and 
finally they publish their textbook.” 
 (Mr. Doni/Thursday, 29th December 2018) 
Based on the lecturer’s statements above, he told to the students 
after they have practiced about Microsoft Publisher, they worked 
their assignments at each residents. There was no meeting and as a 
substitute for the student’s attendance, the lecturer opened a 
consultation. In consultation, Mr. Doni asked the students about 
their progress on the project, especially in the translation process. 
If the students had several obstacles they could ask to Mr. Doni and 
he helped them until there were no mistakes in their assignments. 
The lecturer held the consultation session for 2 weeks, the students 
only had the opportunity during that time. If all students have 
conducted consultation with the lecturer, at the last meeting the 
lecturer explained and gave a tutorial how to make finishing for 
textbook including created a cover also arranged the textbook to 
make it in a real form. The last, the students printed their 
assignments or results and submitted it to get the final semester 
scores. 
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4) Feedback 
In teaching and learning process there must be a feedback 
between the lecturer and students after the materials have been 
delivered. Are the students very active in learning English with 
technology? Are they getting interest with Microsoft Publisher? 
Then, researcher captured the student’s feedback about Microsoft 
Publisher based on lecturer’s interview below:  
Mr. Doni : “Active? Actually, when we talk about technology, there 
must be two types of student in the classroom. The one 
who is very enthusiastic and skeptic. Some of the 
students were like "opo to… nek nggawe koyo ngene 
ki tok aku yo isoh" that typical students are exist, if 
the enthusiastic students are really into with 
Microsoft Publisher, they try it by themselves,  even 
though I guide them too. If those who think skeptically 
with the application tend to be, "buat apa?" they 
tends to be more passive. Because of this the passive 
students they had an impact on other students who 
learn actively.”(Mr. Doni/Thursday, 29th 
December 2018)  
Mr. Doni told that if we are talking about technology, there were 
two kinds of students in the classroom. First, the one who is very 
enthusiastic in learning technology and another student that has a 
skeptical thinking about technology. Some of the students thought 
that learning translation with technology and created a textbook 
were an easy thing for the skeptical’s students, but for the 
enthusiastic one they were looking for a tutorial how to operate the 
technology by themselves. The problems of skeptical’s students 
they were passive in learning and it will give a bad impact for the 
other students, especially in a team work or the active students’. 
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Mr. Doni still gave the students guidance, although they tried to 
practice by themselves.  
5) Evaluation 
In this stage, after all the materials have been delivered then 
the lecturer give an evaluation of the lesson. The lecturer did an 
evaluation in order to make the students more understand about the 
lesson or what they have learnt. Basically, in order to make the 
students more understand about the lesson, if they had a problem in 
the process of translation or  when they are using Microsoft 
Publisher, the students could ask the lecturer directly about their 
problems, so he would check and give some evaluations about their 
works.  
“The lecturer proposed about the difficulties that faced by students 
both in translation process and using Microsoft Publisher. Then, 
there were some of the students who experienced problems at that 
time, they also did a consultation with the lecturer.”  
(Classroom Observation/ Thursday, December 6th 2018) 
 
6) The Result of Using Microsoft Publisher in Translation on 
Textbook Subject 
The researcher found that there are some benefits that the 
students could get in the teaching-learning process of Translation 
on Textbook using Microsoft Publisher, based on the students 
interview as follows: 
“Yes it is truly useful Microsoft Publisher, it could gain my soft 
skills in operating Microsoft, not only know about Microsoft Word 
or Excel..” (TRS/ Thursday, 6th December 2018)  
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“Helping us the translation process, with Microsoft Publisher we 
could make two layouts, it will be very helpful because we could 
translate directly. It has left and right layout. The left layout for 
English and the right for Indonesian so we can translate. We do not 
need to go back and forth to open another applications, immediately 
available left and right layout. I think it's easy.”  
(AN/ Thursday, 6th December 2018). 
 
“Microsoft Publisher turned out to be an application which was 
really designed to create form pages like a real book, so the 
difference that the application was more structured and detailed 
compared to Microsoft Word.” (IL/Thursday, 6th December 
2018). 
 
Thus, from some student’s statements above it shows that Microsoft 
Publisher aided them in process of translation, and most of the 
students in the interview stated that they got a new skill in operating 
this application instead of Microsoft Word and Excel. Then, the 
layout was helped the students to work effectively in translating the 
Bilingual Textbook, because they did not have to open other 
applications. Just in one layout there were contained Source 
Language and Target Language. Furthermore, Microsoft Publisher 
is a design application or desktop publishing that support the 
students in creating a textbook, it is more structured and detail rather 
than Microsoft Word. 
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Figure. 4.2 The Student’s Cover Design of Bilingual Textbook 
 
     Figure. 4.3 The Result of Student’s Bilingual Textbook 
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2. The Problems and Solutions of Microsoft Publisher in Translation on 
Textbook Subject 
In the process of teaching and learning Translation on Textbook with 
Microsoft Publisher, there were some obstacles that faced both the students 
and lecturer. Here, the researcher has collected the data by analyzing the 
students’ interview also the lecturer too.  
a. Problems and Solution’s Data Display 
In this findings, the researcher gave some codes of each datum in 
order to make the analysis easy to understand in the data displays, and 
the table has been provided in the chapter III. Here is the findings of 
problems and solutions on the implementation of Microsoft Publisher 
in Translation on Textbook subject: 
 
Table. 2.  Compenetial table of problems and solutions on the implementation  
of Translation on Textbook Subject 
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After the researcher analyzed data from students and lecturer’s 
interview, she identified the types of problems and the solutions based 
on the data display. Related with the data above, the process of 
translating a textbook using technology such as Microsoft Publisher, 
there were a lot of challenges or problems that faced by both lecturer 
and students. The total of informants are 9 people including the lecturer 
too, thus in the interview they all have explained about their problems 
during Translation on Textbook subject. After the researcher have 
analyzed all data from the interview session, researcher distinguished 
the way how to solve or the solution of the problems in the 
implementation of Microsoft Publisher in Translation on Textbook 
subject. Here is the result: 
a. Problems of Integrating Technology in Translation on Textbook  
1)  External Problems (EXP)  
a) AC = 2 problems 
b) S = 8 problems  
c) T = 4 problems 
2)  Internal Problems (INP)   
    C = 2 problems 
b.  Problems in Translation Teaching Process  
    SL = 6 problems 
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b. The Result of Problems and Solutions 
The problems that occur in the teaching and learning process in 
translation could have an impact on student’s performance when 
absorbing the information on the lesson, and the way they are working 
with the project. The student’s limitations in the process of translating 
or did not understand how to operate Microsoft Publisher would have a 
negative effect on the results of their work. The explanation of the 
lecturer in the classroom might be not enough for the students to 
practice by themselves, so they still need a guidance to make their work 
perfect. The problems that faced by the students mostly they could not 
translate several terms in different subject of the textbook and did not 
know some tools or how to operate Microsoft Publisher. The supporting 
statements of the students as follow: 
“I have an obstacle in translating some terms, in our class the 
lecturer told us to choose randomly, we have to choose a textbook 
such as Biology, History, Culture, Mathematics. The terms in those 
books are difficult to translate sometimes. I took the book with theme 
Cultural Arts, in example, to translate the role of arts we must use 
special terms, so that the message is delivered. Using literal 
translation is easy with word-to-word technique, but we must 
consider to translate the terms in correct way and relate with the 
context.” (GIA/ Thursday, 6th December 2018) 
“Since my basic is not someone who has an intellectuality in IT, thus 
I have difficulty in operating the application. For example, I have 
done a lot the translation work, but then suddenly it disappears. I 
don't know where it is, and I confused about how to restore it. It is 
like I already edit and it happened again.”  
(NH/ Thursday, 6th December 2018) 
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According to the student’s statements above, there were some 
students that have a problem in their translation process and operating 
Microsoft Publisher application, but most of the result showed that they 
have the problems both. Meanwhile, about the solutions usually the 
students had a consultation to the lecturer for the problems in translation 
process about terminology, grammar, word arrangements, so on. Other, 
they followed the lecturer’s tutorial in the classroom for operating 
Microsoft Publisher in design the textbook. If there was an 
unconditional obstacle when using the application, the students could 
do a consultation with the lecturer or they went to find a tutorial on the 
internet to solve it.  
The following description is the process and result as the findings of 
the students and lecturer problems both in translation process and 
translation technology that can be seen in the data display of table 4.1 
MRP (01/EXP-AC-T/TP-ALTC/TS)  
This is the datum number one with initial MRP. This datum using 
Microsoft Publisher as the application that help the students design the 
textbook in the process of translation. From this datum, the researcher 
found that learning translation could use technology in the process, this 
lesson is aligned with the title and students are expected to make a 
product. This datum in teaching Translation on Textbook has a purpose 
to train the students to be a professional translator, but in the practice 
the students are instructed to translate the textbook from Bahasa into 
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English. In the teaching and learning activities, this datum provides an 
exercise with an authentic or real translation material, so students are 
familiar and able to translate the type of text. Using companion theories 
that are right, so students could understand the lesson. The translated 
textbook was a general handbook commonly used in schools such as 
elementary, middle and high school books. This datum in the learning 
process has several obstacles external and internal matters.  
The researcher found that the results of this datum interview had 
external problems in delivering material about Microsoft Publisher less 
detail, because the datum was over-estimated to the students, so 
considered all students able to operate the application and only 
explained the difficult parts. In fact, the reality not all the students could 
be able to operate the application by themselves, even the easy one and 
detail part of the application, the students were not understand. 
Furthermore, the lecturer also had problems in teaching Microsoft 
Publisher and translation process of textbooks. The matter in using 
Microsoft Publisher was about the access, because not all students have 
the application with the same version. Some even had significant 
differences, so they have to adjust to the most recent version. Then, not 
all students have the application on a laptop which they have to go to a 
computer expert to install it first. The problem in the translation process 
occurred because the lecturer taught the lesson not in laboratory that 
supported full of technology, the teaching-learning was conducted only 
in a classroom. In this case, the classroom was too crowded. Then, in 
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teaching translation this datum found that not all the students knew 
about the terms that they are working with the terms such as sciences, 
economics, histories, etc. There were numbers of students who translate 
the textbook not equivalent and accurate, they have not been able to 
adjust the reading context, could not use the grammar properly, and 
some of them were redundant because they still focus on literal 
translation rather than the meaning.  
This datum did a number of solutions to solve the problems. First, 
conducted a consultation with the students in order to help them in the 
translation process, then gave an evaluation and advice for the results 
of their work, thus their translation’s works are as expected. Second, 
gave some tutorials on how to use the tools in the Microsoft Publisher 
application in several meetings by writing them on the board with 
pictures and captions. Third, when learning in the class during the 
translation process the datum always goes around to make sure the 
student's work was run as well or maybe they were still have some 
obstacles and it could be solved directly by the lecturer. 
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GIA (02/EXP-AC-S/TP-SL/TC) 
This is the number two with initial name GIA. This datum before 
joining Translation on Textbook class made preparations by reading 
various references about translation on the internet, and having several 
books on translation. The problems faced by this datum were in the 
translation process and using Microsoft Publisher. In the translation 
process, this datum had problems in terms of the translation textbook, 
because she got to translate cultural art books that has several terms and 
this datum thought it was difficult to translate and wanted to know how 
to translate these terms properly and correctly. Then, the problem faced 
by this datum in the process of making a textbook using Microsoft 
Publisher was about the different types or versions of Microsoft 
Publisher used by group friends, so it must be adjust first. Then, when 
practice to translate the lecturer used the most recent versions of the 
application while the datum used the version which was under it, so the 
datum must upgrade the application into the new version. For the 
solution that the datum solve the problem was first ask the group mate 
or friends. If the group mate was unable to solve the problem or provide 
a solution, then this datum carried out a consultation with the lecturer 
to get a detail explanation and evaluation for the translation’s work. 
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TRP (03/EXP-S-T/TP-SL/TC) 
This is the datum number 3 with initial TRP. Before joining 
Translation on Textbook classroom, this datum bring a laptop after 
follows the lecturer's instructions as the preparation. There were several 
problems faced by this datum, in the translation process and when using 
Microsoft Publisher. The obstacles that happened to this datum when 
translating the terms from the Source Language into English and must 
be in accordance with the meaning and information contained in it. 
Then, other problems of this datum must translate according to the 
theme of the book which is very complex based on this datum 
perception and how to make the translation results were easy to 
understand by others, especially children. This Datum also has 
problems with the use of Microsoft Publisher applications, because it 
was the first time this datum using the application, this datum confused 
and slightly think the application was different from the Microsoft 
Words application. Then, the other problems was how to use the tools 
and features of the application and set the layout of the textbook. The 
solution made by this datum to solve some of these problems, first by 
asking friends or a group mate to solve the problems. If the friends could 
not give a solution, then this datum will ask or conduct a consultation 
with the lecturer, and if there is still a confusion, this datum will search 
for information on the internet. 
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AN (04/EXP-S-T/TP-SL/TC/TS) 
This is the datum number 4 with initial AN. This datum before 
entering Translation on Textbook classroom always prepared a laptop 
and dictionary. The problems faced by this datum were in the process 
of translating, operate Microsoft Publisher. This datum had a problem 
when working with his group discussion, this datum must adjust with 
teaching style of the lecturer when delivering the material in the 
classroom. Then, the obstacle was in the translation process was using 
the correct grammar when translating a textbooks. Next, the obstacle 
that experienced by this datum when using the Microsoft Publisher 
application that the datum must learn about the application, because the 
datum used it for the first time. This datum must learn more details on 
the tools and various things that exist in the application. The solution 
used by this datum to solve some of the obstacles by consulting with 
the lecturer on the translation’s results to get a revision. The solution in 
composing words or using grammar, this datum used the 
grammarly.com application while for the problem using Microsoft 
Publisher this datum applied and followed all instructions or tutorials 
from the lecturer. 
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AMRU (05/EXP-S/TP-SL/TC) 
This is the datum number 5 with initial AMRU. This datum did some 
preparations before participating in Translation on Textbook class, this 
datum read some books that related to translation because according to 
this datum the translation was new experience, and if there was an 
assignment the night before this datum did it. This datum encountered 
problems during the translation process and the operation of Microsoft 
Publisher. In the translation process, this datum had problems with 
grammatical mastery on how to translate textbooks with a good and 
correct grammar, so that the transferred messages are suitable and clear 
from Bahasa to English. In the process of operating the Microsoft 
Publisher application this datum had problems in mastering the 
application tools, because according to this datum Microsoft Publisher 
was a new thing, thus it must be studied first. The solution applied by 
this datum to solve the problem by conducting a consultation with the 
lecturer. During the consultation, this datum asked how to use the 
correct grammar when translating textbooks and the application to get 
a proper tutorial. In addition, this datum resolved the problem in using 
Microsoft Publisher by self-taught or searching for information on the 
internet. 
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LAF (06/EXP-S/INP-C/TP-SL/TC) 
This is the datum number 6 with initial LAF. This datum made 
some preparations before taking the Translation on Textbook class like 
reading some theories that related to the translation on textbook 
materials, then the datum also asked about translation to the senior, the 
datum asked about the translation processes. This datum had several 
problems with translation process and operate Microsoft Publisher.  
This datum had a problem with the group mates, because not all of them 
were able to coordinate well to work on the project. Then, this datum 
had a problem in confidence how to use Microsoft Publisher, because 
at first this datum doesn’t know anything about this application, but 
after got some trainings from the lecturer this datum was getting interest 
or enthusiast with Microsoft Publisher. This datum also encountered 
problems with grammatical mastery during translated the textbook. In 
the process of operating the Microsoft Publisher application, the datum 
also experienced a problem in making the correct layouts. The solution 
made by this datum to solve several problems by asking some friends 
about the problem that this datum experienced and did a consultation 
with the lecturer about the terms and grammatical matters in translation, 
so that the word arrangements in the translation’s work are appropriate 
and scientific. 
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NH (07/EXP-S/INP-C/TP-SL/TC) 
This is the datum number 7 with initial NH. This datum made some 
preparations before taking the Translation on Textbook class like 
reading about vocabularies that related to textbook that will be 
translated before the Translation on Textbook class begins. This datum 
had some problems in the process of translation and operation of 
Microsoft Publisher. The obstacle experienced by this datum in the 
translation process about mastering the vocabularies in the textbook that 
must be translated into English, according to this datum it was not easy 
and at first this datum was not interest with translation activity. This 
datum also experienced problem in operating Microsoft Publisher 
because this datum thought about her basic is not coming from IT, then 
when this datum editing the translation’s work, the datum faced a 
problem in example, suddenly the translation’s work result got reset. 
Then the datum re-edit the job and it got reset again. The solution 
applied by this datum to solve these problems by consulting to the 
lecturers, so that the problem could be resolved, then the datum also did 
self-taught for the use of the tools in Microsoft Publisher. The lecturer 
also recommended this datum to often read and search for terms or 
synonym. 
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LS (08/EXP-S/TC) 
This is the datum number 8 with initial LS. This datum prepared to 
read some texts about translation before entering the Translation on 
Textbook class. Based on the results of the interview, this datum during 
the translation process of the textbook did not experience problems in 
the translation process. The problems faced by this datum on the use of 
Microsoft Publisher applications, this datum felt if the application is a 
little different from Microsoft Words especially in the tools section and 
a little confused to operate it. At the time of translating the textbook and 
wanted to add images, this datum has a difficulties and must edit the 
translation’s work one by one. According to this datum it was very time 
consuming in translating textbooks and this datum must be patience. 
The solution according to this datum to solve the problems was do a 
consultation with the lecturer about mastering the tools of Microsoft 
Publisher, how to edit the textbook correctly, and asked how to translate 
the textbook properly. 
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 IL (09/EXP-S-T/TP-AL/TC) 
This is the datum number 9 with initial IL. This datum was made a 
preparation before joining the Translation on Textbook classroom by 
searching some information about translation and find out vocabularies 
that often appear in the translation of textbooks. This datum did not 
experience problems in the translation process because was able to 
understand the translation techniques that explained by the lecturer, but 
had a problem with the teaching style of the lecturer. This datum 
thought that sometimes in delivering the material in the classroom, the 
lecturer was not use an effective way, because the classroom was too 
crowded. The problem that encountered by this datum in how to use of 
the Microsoft Publisher application, when the lecturer conveyed the 
tutorial on how to operate the application directly in the classroom but 
this datum got a problem, because there was no direct guidance from 
the lecturer. Then, this datum in operating Microsoft Publisher had 
problems in understanding several foreign terms in the application or 
mastering the tools. The solution made by this datum to solve the 
problem by conducting a consultation to the lecturer directly. In other 
ways, the datum try to solve the problems with self-taught. 
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B. Discussion  
1. Translation on Textbook Subject in Fifth Semester Students of English 
Language Education IAIN Surakarta 
This research has a purpose to discuss Translation on Textbook subject 
at the fifth semester students of English Language Education Department 
IAIN Surakarta. Based on the research findings that explain about the 
relevant references in order to justify the research findings, the researcher 
has analyzed the finding in the teaching-learning process of Translation on 
Textbook subject at fifth semester students of English Language Education 
IAIN Surakarta in year 2018/2019.  
Translation on Textbook subject designed by the English Language 
Education Department as one of subject that should be mastered by the 
students. The subject decided as the purpose of giving translator skill for 
students. It can be seen by the sylaby of Translation on Textbook with 
marking the subject purposes.  
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       Figure. 4.4 Translation on Textbook Sylabus  
 
It also supported by lecturer statement below :  
“The main purpose besides practice, since the product is a textbook, I 
think that we are not looking for journals or articles. So, we really have 
to go to the textbook, we translate it and the form must be bilingual 
textbook.”. (Mr. Doni/Thursday, 29 December 2019) 
 
Hopefully the students can be applied those skill of translation as long as 
the one of basic standart English students skills.  
2. The Model of Teaching Translation on Textbook Suject in Fifth 
Semester Students of English Language Education IAIN Surakarta 
The method that used by the lecturer has to relevant with the 
cognitive process which are affected and effected. The lecturer needs to 
understand the process of translation and its skill that could make the 
students follow the process and applied translation automatically need to 
be encouraged by appropriate design method (Kiraly:1995). In short, 
consider with the theory in teaching-learning process of Translation on 
Textbook subject the lecturer applied workshop approach in order to 
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develop the students productive skill. The lecturer here played role as 
mediator, guide, organizer, a counselor, and supervisor. The lecturer used 
a workshop that blending to learn Linguistic with ICT as model of teaching 
Translation on Textbook. Related with Salinas (2007) statements that a 
workshop is an activity that allows a great number of diverse group task. 
This teamwork may stimulate an authentic project translation, during the 
whole process the lecturer must be available to the students and give them 
advice. In the model of workshop the students should be managed their 
translation’s work and published the bilingual textbook as the product of 
translation. This subject focus on textbook translation which the students 
should translate a main resource from bsd-pendidikan.id. It provides a 
large numbers of textbook for Elementary, Junior High School, and Senior 
High School students. The students did the project for approximately three 
weeks with three times consultation. The part of workshop model could be 
so wide as long as the lecturer done by the teaching-learning process.  
  The researcher focus on the media that is used in the teaching-
learning process and the way of message transfer as the main point in 
Translation on Textbook. During the teaching-learning process, the 
lecturer need a media that assisted the process of translating textbook. 
Microsoft Publisher used by the lecturer as an assisted media in order to 
publish a bilingual textbook. Microsoft Publisher is a great application for 
creating visually rich and professional-looking publications 
(Garton:2004). It also supported by students statement below: 
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“Microsoft Publisher is an applications which has similarity with 
Microsoft Word. In Publisher, the tools made specifically for 
publishing a books. So, the layout has been formed, and it's easier 
to translate the text from left and right directly. We have made a 
bilingual book and the layouts, it spread for two pages.” 
(AN/ Thursday, 6th December 2018) 
 
“Microsoft Publisher turned out to be an application that was really 
designed to form pages like a real book. The difference that the 
application was more structured and detailed than Microsoft Word. 
It's the same application for typing text, but the Publisher has a more 
perfect level.” (IL/ Friday, 7th December 2019) 
 
From the statements above, it can be concluded that Microsoft Publisher 
is an assisted application which help the students in designing textbook 
and ease the process of translating textbook. In the process of translating 
textbook, the layout helped the students to work effectively because in one 
layout contained Source Language and Target Language and the students 
did not waste their time to open another applications.  
 In Translation on Textbook subject, the lecturer brings Microsoft 
Publisher as the application which help students in translating a bilingual 
textbook with the real layout of textbook, thus it makes the students work 
in effective and efficient ways. The new educational technologies can 
make the educators control it and more importantly be able to navigate and 
manipulate the technology together with the needs of student, also the 
subject that will be taught. 
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3. Problems and Solution Using Microsoft Publisher in Translation on 
Textbook Subject  
The researcher has analyzed the problems that faced by both lecturer 
and students by using the theory from (Johnson at al, 2016) to analyze the 
problems in integrating technology in classroom, also theory from (Al-
Khalil, 2014) for identifying the problems in translation teaching process. 
There are several problems faced in integrating technology as follows :  
 
        Figure 4.4 The Diagram of Problems Using Microsoft Publisher 
 
a. External Problems 
This problems occurred because of the barrier in extrinsic toward 
the lecturer and students in the process of teaching-learning, for further 
details in the access to resources, support, and training. External 
problem found in total 14 cases, and the researcher found several cases 
in AC (2 informants), S (8 informants), T (4 informants). the researcher 
describes the problems of integrating technology in Translation on 
Textbook subject as follows: 
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1) AC (Access) 
The access matter occurred because of several problems such 
as the availability of Microsoft Publisher in the student’s laptop. Not 
all the laptops have supported by Microsoft Publisher, thus they have 
to install it first. Then, the differences in the version of Microsoft 
Publisher among the students, because not all the students have the 
latest version of Microsoft Publisher. They have to adjust with the 
lecturer’s Microsoft Publisher version. 
2) S (Support) 
Another external problems is the support matter. This problem 
focus in the students difficulty in support provided by lecturer. There 
is problem in understanding the lecturer’s teaching style. The 
students said that the lecturer deliver the material too fast and not 
really clear in some parts. This probably make them confused to 
understand how to operate the application because they could not 
follows all the lecturer’s instructions properly. The support problem 
not only occurred in mastering the application but also in the 
student’s coordination working on the project. The lecturer offered 
help instead of conduct consultation with the students, he also 
opened consultation via whatssap in order to make the students easy 
to ask their problems. But in fact, in this case the students sometimes 
were not be able to manage their time to conduct a discussion with 
their partner or rarely do consultation with the lecturer. This subject 
is really need a teamwork for translating the bilingual textbook, not 
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all the students always did a consultation with the lecturer because 
some of them were already solve their problems by asking their 
friends or get information from another sources. Beside that, as the 
lecturer statement not all the students were active to conduct 
consultation or follow the lecturer directions. He said that the 
inactive students usually have many complaints about their work. 
However, some of the students who rarely conduct consultation were 
already practice the application by themselves. 
3) T (Training) 
The training matter occurred because some of the informants 
had problems in adjusting the lecturer’s teaching style, and in the 
training session when the lecturer gave explanation about the 
tutorial how to use Microsoft Publisher, some of the informants still 
felt confusion how to operate the tools and the features of the 
application. In the interview the lecturer also adds that in delivering 
the tutorial of Microsoft Publisher, he explained the materials not 
in detail way for several parts even in the easiest one, because this 
application is new for the students, thus make some students 
confuse how to operate this application in the tools or features. The 
lecturer probably has been delivered the tutorial directly in the 
classroom, but if the students suddenly had a problem in using the 
application, the lecturer did not provide a direct guidance. 
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b. Internal Problems 
This problem occurred in the responsibility of utilizing 
technology both lecturer and students. Specifically, the barriers are 
relate with personal’s belief and knowledge. The researcher found the 
problems in Confidence (2 informants), the explanation as follows: 
Problem in confidence occurred in translation technology. Based on the 
interview these informants did not feel confidence in operating 
Microsoft Publisher because they had not a basic knowledge in IT,  they 
did not know about Microsoft Publisher at first and according to the 
students the application is a new that they never operate before. Thus, 
that makes the informants confuse how to operate the application. 
c. Problems in Translation Teaching Process 
Moreover, the researcher also found problems in Translation 
Teaching Process. Since teaching translation is necessary to train 
translator. The researcher found the problems in Student’s Level (6 
informants), the explanations as follows:  
In the student’s level problems based on the interview most of all the 
informants stated that in the process of translating the textbook they had 
different skills and knowledge. The researcher found that mostly the 
problems in process of teaching-learning Translation on Textbook is 
about the students lack of ability in mastering grammar, vocabularies, 
transfer the information or context, and how to create good sentences. 
In the interview, the lecturer explained that not all the students knew 
some terms in textbook that they were working on such as the terms in 
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the context of sciences, economics, histories, cultures, etc. Then, some 
of the students in the translation process were not transferring the target 
language equivalent and accurate, they have not been able to read the 
context of the textbook also some of them were redundant because still 
focus on the literal translation not the meaning.  
 
    Figure 4.5 The Diagram of The Solutions Using Microsoft Publisher 
The Diagram showed the number of the solutions that have done by 
both lecturer and students of Translation on Subject. Here is the 
explanations of solutions in the implementation of Microsoft Publisher in 
Translation on Textbook subject as follows: 
a. Teacher’s Competence 
This solution is conducted by all of informants. The lecturer held 
a consultation session for students in order to help them in revising and 
giving suggestion toward their translation work. This activity is the 
crucial things for the students, because they could gain more information 
and new knowledge. Revising their works directly from the lecturer. The 
capability and knowledge from the lecturer favor the students to solve 
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their problem in both translation process and translation technology. The 
lecturer conducted the consultation session once a week to check the 
student’s work, revise, and give them suggestion. In the consultation 
usually the lecturer checks the student’s work one by one. The students 
worked in a group discussion and they have to conduct a consultation 
because this kind of activity used as the replacement of the student’s 
attendance. The lecturer collected the students score from their 
consultation. 
b. Teacher’s Support 
This solution solution conducted by 2 informants, this activity is 
the way lecturer help the students in learning process by providing 
tutorial or guiding to student. The students need a better organization 
from the lecturer in teaching Translation on Textbook. In teaching-
learning process, the lecturer explained the materials of translation or 
Microsoft Publisher in classroom directly. Then he gave the basic 
tutorial for translating a textbook or operating Microsoft Publisher. This 
solution is offering the lecturer’s help directly. Some of the students 
who had a problem in operating the tools of Microsoft Publisher or in 
translating a textbook, based on the interview the lecturer was directly 
walk around the classroom in order to check the student’s work and if 
the students have a problem, they could ask a tutorial from the lecturer 
directly. 
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This research revealed in the implementation of Microsoft Publisher 
in Translation on Textbook subject there were several dominant problems 
in teaching-learning process that give an impact in delivering materials, 
especially the process of translating and publishing textbook. From all the 
explanations above, the researcher found some obstacles that mostly 
occurred in integrating Microsoft Publisher and teaching translation. Both 
lecturer and students have barrier in integrating technology, mostly in 
external problem. The most dominant problem in external is the support 
matter. Support is an aid provided by lecturers for students to solve their 
problems in the process of translating bilingual textbook. The main 
problem is delivering the tutorial in how to design and translate textbooks 
from Indonesian to English. The lecturer states in the interview that he was 
not detailed enough to explain the tutorial, he only conveys the hardest 
part, and even the easiest part the students are not necessarily able. From 
this matter the students were not get enough training from the lecturer, this 
is the main reason the lecturer conducted consultation to give the students 
better understanding and revise their translation works. 
Meanwhile, other problems that mostly occurred in translation 
process is the student’s level or student’s comprehension level in 
translation. This case shows that every students has their own skills and 
knowledge about translation, some of them probably have known about 
translation before or the rest were not. It depends on how fast or slow the 
students absorb the material about translation techniques. Generally, the 
students had problems in mastering the grammar, vocabulary, transfer the 
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context of text. Based on the interview, it shows that mostly they had 
problems in vocabulary. Since they had difficulty in translating terms from 
Source Language of textbook, and students must translate the terms in 
appropriate way. They probably had less prior knowledge about those 
terms, thus they should conduct a consultation with the lecturer to make 
their works acceptable and readable.  
From these problems above, the way students solve the problems, 
they did several solutions instead of conducting consultation with the 
lecturer, usually they gained more information through the internet or 
practicing the application by themselves. Another ways to solve the 
problem, they asked their friends in the same group. If all members could 
not answer the problems, consultation was probably the last choice to do 
in order to ask the lecturer’s suggestion. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
After describing and analyzing the data from chapter IV, this chapter presents 
the conclusion of the research and the suggestion about the implementation of 
Microsoft Publisher in Translation on Textbook subject at the fifth semester 
students of English Language Education IAIN Surakarta. 
A. Conclusion 
After analyzing and explaining the research findings, the researcher 
highlight the conclusion based on the observation in classroom and conducted 
interview with both lecturer and students of Translation on Textbook subject. 
The aim of this subject is giving the students translation skills. The students 
could apply the theory toward their translation. Instead of that, the students 
could be able to translate and publish bilingual textbook as the product in 
Translation on Textbook subject. The lecturer design the classroom with 
workshop approach which develop the student’s productive skill. In this 
approach, the lecturer take a main role as mediator, guide, organizer, a 
counselor, and supervisor. As model of teaching Translation on Textbook, 
workshop is blending Linguistic with ICT. The focus of this subject is using 
Microsoft Publisher as an assisted application for translating textbook. The 
main resource to translate textbook is coming from bsd.pendidikan.id as a 
website that provides any kinds of textbook for elementary, junior, and senior 
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high school students. Microsoft Publisher is a professional and visually rich 
publication for books, newsletters, posters, flyers etc.  
Based on the research findings and discussion, the implications of using 
Microsoft Publisher can be applied in the teaching-learning process of 
Translation on Textbook subject, although it has disadvantages in some aspects 
especially in External, Internal, and Teaching Translation Process. In the 
external problems there are problems in access, support, and training which 
imply that the barriers in attempting technology in the classroom there is an 
external (extrinsic) problems that faced by both lecturer and students. The most 
fundamental step toward effective technology in the classroom is a widespread 
access that necessary to run educational computer programs. Since the problem 
in technological support are high in this research, the subject requires more 
technical support to run new technology in the classroom. When the educators 
or students are more proficient in the technical skills using Microsoft Publisher, 
they need administrative or peer support to develop and apply technology in 
learning process. The need of training in developing the educators and students 
skill is crucial factor to run new technology in the classroom. The lack of 
technological training or development will give impact in the performance of 
educators and students in technology, and they really need professional 
training.  
The internal problems has been found in confidence, it is important that 
student must built their confidence to gain their knowledge. The students must 
feel comfortable with the technology they are running to. Technology might be 
intimidate for those who have a little experience in operating technology. The 
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students who do not have the competencies when operating technology, they 
may feel less in control of the application, class, and unlikely to explore 
something new or possibility utilize the technology.  
Since translation is important to train the students to be a professional 
translator, in teaching-learning process of translation there are some obstacles 
found in this research, in student’s level. Learning translation with technology 
really need a special facilities for practicing translation. The lack of learning 
facilities will give an impact to the process of teaching-learning translation in 
classroom. The better organization in translation classroom is helping the 
students to absorb the material easily. Problems in translation that occurred in 
student’s level are high in this research, because mostly the students have their 
own different knowledge and skill in understanding translation’s technique. 
Translation needs the student’s competence in linguistic, cultural, and 
communicative, thus they have to learn and understand translation in the 
grammatical, vocabularies, how to create a good sentences and avoid the literal 
translation. The students should be able in transferring the message and the 
context of the text.  
B. Suggestion 
After describe the conclusion of the implementation of Microsoft 
Publisher in Translation on Textbook subject at the fifth semester students of 
English Language Education IAIN Surakarta, the researcher proposes the 
suggestion for the lecturer, students, and the other researcher.  
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1. For Lecturer 
a. The lecturer should give the students more time to practice with 
Microsoft Publisher and explain about the detail or the basic part of 
Microsoft’s Publisher in the teaching-learning process. 
b. The lecturer should give motivation to the students motivate them to 
be more active in taking participation in learning process and ask the 
students to conduct the consultation more often. 
c. The lecturer should persuade the students that learning Translation is 
an important skill for English Language Education students, because 
they can learn how to transfer the information in English into Bahasa 
or Vice Versa.  
2. For Students 
a. The students should increase their participation in Translation on 
Textbook subject. 
b. The students should improve their grammar ability in translate a text. 
c. The students should read more references about translation techniques 
or any others that related with translation process. 
d. The students should take and apply the benefit in learning translation 
with Microsoft Publisher. 
3. For Readers 
The researcher hopes that this research will give a benefit and impact in 
the future, especially for those who want to conduct a research in the field 
of Translation Pedagogy and Translation Technology or Learning English 
with Technology. The researcher expects that the result of this research 
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can be used as the additional reference for the next research for the other 
researchers and the researcher realizes that this research is still far from the 
word perfect.   
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Appendix 1. Observation Guide Line 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No. 
 
OBSERVATIONS’ ACTIVITES 
 
CHECKLIST 
1. The lecturer uses media in teaching translation.   
2. The lecturer introduces Microsoft Publisher as teaching media.   
3. The lecturer explains a tutorial how to use Microsoft Publisher.   
4. The students are doing task based on the topic of instruction.   
5. The students follow the task tutorials based on the project given 
by the lecturer using Microsoft Publisher. 
  
6. The students are able to give comments or critics  memberikan 
with the other students task’s result using Microsoft Publisher. 
- 
7. The students are getting interest in Microsoft Publisher.   
8. Observing any activities that use Microsoft Publisher.   
9. The lecturer gives assessment for the student’s both their 
activeness in class and skills in using Microsoft Publisher. 
  
10. The lecturer is experiencing problems in using Microsoft 
Publisher. 
  
11. The students are experiencing problems in using Microsoft 
Publisher. 
  
12. The lecturer helps the students to solve all problems   
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Appendix 2. Field Note 
 
Field Note of Observation (Day 1) 
Researcher   : Fiki Amania Nabila 
Date    : Thursday, October 25th 2018 
Time    : 08.40 – 10.20 AM 
Location   : PPG Building of IAIN Surakarta 
Class    : 5N 
NOTE    : Classroom Observation 
  
 At 8:45 a student began to enter the Translation on Textbook class, the 
lecturer was in the classroom early before the students arrived. Learning translation 
on that day, the lecturer conveyed a material about Microsoft Publisher. The lecturer 
has promised students that after the midterm exam, they will begin to practice 
translating textbooks. After all students have arrived, the lecturer opened the course 
with salaam and conducted a review of the midterm exam that has been taken by 
students. Then, the lecturer shared the scores from the midterm, after which he gave 
several evaluations, and then began introducing the Microsoft Publisher application 
as a media or application which helps students in translations’ practice. The lecturer 
explained the application in detail and clearly, its use in designing textbooks. At the 
previous meeting, the lecturer had informed students to bring a laptop. After all the 
students turned on their laptops, they began to open the Microsoft Publisher 
application. At this meeting students are asked to group and practice by using this 
application. 
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There were several obstacles in that day’s learning process faced by the 
students, not all laptops that students carry had Microsoft Publisher application and 
only several students could operate it. In fact, not all the students had full packed 
of Microsoft Office apps, even then some of them have different versions of 
Microsoft Publisher depends on the Windows series on their laptop. The students 
could use the latest version of Microsoft Publisher, but did not rule out the 2010’s, 
2013’s, 2016’s version to be used. In fact, there were students who had their 
Microsoft Publisher output in 2006 version. The lecturers had to intervene directly 
to help the problems faced by students. After that, the lecturer explained about the 
project that the students would do, namely making a bilingual book. Students were 
asked to translate a textbook with the theme of free subjects according to the 
interests of the students (sciences, socials, economic, etc). The source of the 
translation comes from the e-book (bsd.pendidikan.id). 
 In the process of delivering material, the lecturer gave a tutorial on how 
to operate Microsoft Publisher to create a textbook. The lecturer copied several 
sentences from one of the examples of the Science (Biology) text into one of the 
Publisher textbook layout sections, because the form of the layout was made very 
similar to the general textbook with the same size and shape. Then, students put the 
sentence and copied into the layout that has been given Dropbox tools to the left 
side as Source Language. If there were images in Source Language, students must 
also copied it, because the translation’s results from Target Language made as close 
as possible with the original textbook. Some students who don't have the Microsoft 
Publisher application on their laptops could use Microsoft Word as a comparison. 
The lecturer also explained why using the Microsoft Publisher application rather 
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than Microsoft Word was more effective for designing a textbook and its capacity 
was far greater than  Microsoft Word. If we want to use Microsoft Word for 
designing a textbook the result might be cracked due to the capacity. At the end it 
must be converted into pdf file. 
 At the end of the meeting, Mr. Romdoni gave the students several 
evaluations on today's activities, it turns out that not all students have the Microsoft 
Publisher application and he requires students to install the application next week. 
Then, the lecturer will attend the student's presence and close the course. 
Tutorial on how to make a layout of textbook: 
1. Open the Microsoft Publisher application 
2. Click the New Page toolbar menu 
3. Then click Page Design and select B5 paper size (standard size of the textbook) 
4. Click Margins to adjust the paper size. Select the Master Page menu then click 
Two-Page Master and fill in the Margin Guides with terms of paper size, Inside 
(2.3 cm), Outside (1.3 cm), Top (2 cm), Bottom (2 cm) then click Ok 
5. Click the View toolbar and select the Two-Page Spread menu. The function of 
this tool is to make the layout page textbook two sides on one page 
6. Return to the Insert toolbar and click the Page menu 2x 
7. To write a paragraph on the layout, click Insert then select Text Box 
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Field Note of Observation (Day 2) 
Researcher   : Fiki Amania Nabila 
Date    : Thursday, November 8th 2018 
Time    : 08.40 – 10.20 AM 
Location   : PPG Building of IAIN Surakarta 
Class    : 5N  
NOTE    : Class Observation 
 
 The lecturer opened the lesson with greetings, then he gave instructions 
about the course of learning material on that day regarding the use of Footers, Page 
Numbers, and Master Page. The lecturer gave one-by-one tutorials on how to use 
these tools by using the whiteboard, so all students could follow each of the steps. 
The use of Footer to make the distance between the bottom edge of the paper and 
give information on the sample package book "Economic for 9th Grade at First 
Semester" to make it looks neater and clearer, the function of Page Number’s as 
the book's page number. The Master Page tools were used to make two pages paper 
into one sheet. After that, students began to practice with their laptops. For the 
granting of the Page Number, the layout must be customized into right and left 
section. The lecturer helped students with go around the classroom and visited the 
students one by one, ascertaining whether there were obstacles that they face and 
providing solutions. The problems faced by most students were in the format of the 
package books that they made as reference languages (Source Language) depending 
on the subjects that they have chosen, sometimes the students felt difficult. At the 
end of the meeting the lecturer was asked the students to create a group and they 
have to do a project based of Translation on Textbook. The futher meeting for the 
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next 2-3 weeks, the lecturer opened a consultation session for the results of the 
translation of students in each groups. Then, he evaluated the learning activities in 
that day. The lecturer closed the meeting with salaam. 
A tutorial how to create Footnote and Page Number : 
1.  First open the Microsoft Publisher application 
2. Select the Insert menu bar option then click Footer 
3. Then a rectangular column will appear at the bottom edge of the layout and 
  Fill in the information in the column. 
      
Then, to make a Page Number still use the same steps as Footnote, 
1. Select the Insert menu bar option then click Page Number 
2. The Page Number option will appear which can be selected, with some options 
Left Top, 
    Top Center Top Right, Bottom Left, Bottom Center, Bottom Right. In making 
the standard 
    package books is using Page Numbers at the Bottom Right option.  
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Field Note of Observation (Day 3) 
Researcher   : Fiki Amania Nabila 
Date    : Thursday, November 15th 2018 
Time    : 09.45 AM 
Location   : PPG Building of IAIN Surakarta 
Class    : 5N  
NOTE    : Consultation (1) 
 
 In this time, the students conducted a consultation session regarding the 
results of their translation on textbook with Microsoft Publisher application. The 
students did consultation with their groups. The students carried a sheet of 
translation results and consulted it to the lecturer. In this session, the lecturer 
corrected the results of students’ translations one by one, ranging from the capital 
letter of writing, punctuations, conformity tenses, pararel text, dictions, 
grammatical, and the use of phrases also clauses in the sentence. The students listen 
carefully to all the corrections given by the lecturer and gave a remark on it, so the 
errors are corrected immediately on the translation results. The lecturer during the 
consultation session always gave advises and underline to the students about 
vocabularies mastery to be improved because they were in the Translation on 
Textbook class. The translation subjects of each group were different, according to 
the agreement the group whether they want to translate the textbooks on subjects 
about sciences, social, economics, histories, etc. At the end of the meeting the 
lecturer checked the student’s attendant and for the following consultation session, 
the students must have to do corrections given by the lecturer.  
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Field Note of Observation (Day 4) 
Researcher   : Fiki Amania Nabila 
Date    : Thursday, November 29th 2018 
Time    : 08.40 AM  
Location   : Library Center of IAIN Surakarta 
Class    : Students’ group discussion  
NOTE    :  
 
 In this occasion the researcher was observing the students’ groups in 
Translation on Textbook subject, because the assignments was about project based 
learning. The students were required to work in a group and share their assignments 
to make it in a complete form. The observation was located in IAIN Surakarta 
Central Library. Researcher met one of the groups and their members were  Gaida, 
Tiesta, Rofiq, and Sapto. They have planned this activity well in advance, then 
gathered together at the first floor. Researcher asked their permission first to held 
the observations with a short interview. Their discussions based on what have been 
done and shared the problems, after that the members did their job-desk for each. 
Every members got 4 pages of Source Language textbook that they have to translate 
into English. After the students translate their respective job descriptions, the results 
of their translations shared together in order to select some sentences that were not 
suitable with the Source Language. They were sharing ideas together to revise each 
sentences which was felt inappropriate in the text. In the following, they were 
revised the translations in each sentences, collaborated the results of the translation 
of each group members into one file. Researcher could give a conclusion that the 
translation activities with project based learning provided by the lecturer, they were 
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able to make the students express their ideas and be able to revise each translation 
errors from their colleagues. The students who might have prior knowledge on 
translation could share their experiences. Their discussion were taken 
approximately one and a half hours. After completing the translation task, they were 
ready to do a consultation to their lecturer.  
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Field Note of Observation (Day 5) 
Researcher   : Fiki Amania Nabila 
Date    : Thursday, November 29th 2018 
Time    :  10.20 AM  
Location   : PPG Building of IAIN Surakarta 
Class    : 5N 
NOTE    : Consultation (2) 
 
 Today's consultation activitiy go as usual, students came in groups and 
take turns. The students were went along with their translation’s task attachments. 
The attachments which submitted by each members were different, depending on 
the division of the page for the group to translate. The topics that they were 
consulted about word sequences, grammatical, conjunctions, punctuations, 
acceptability and readability of the sentences, consistency in translation emphasized 
by lecturer in order to use appropriate and non-changing sentences. Understanding 
the context of the sentence also affects the student’s translations, not all students 
were able to translate textbooks based on the context because there were some of 
them who still translate the sentences based on literal meaning. Some of the 
translated sentences were not continuous. Some unusual words for students also 
become one of the obstacles in the translation process. This consultation session 
was used as a substitution for the class meetings, with notes that students conduct 
the consultations to increase their understanding of Translation on Textbook. 
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Field Note of Observation (Day 6) 
Researcher   : Fiki Amania Nabila 
Date    : Thursday, December 6th 2018 
Time    : 08.40 - 10.20 AM  
Location   : PPG Building of IAIN Surakarta 
Class    : 5N & 5M  
NOTE    : Class Observation (last meeting) 
 
 As usual, the class began when the lecturer open the meeting with salaam. 
In this session the lecturer was combined two Translation on Textbook classes into 
one in order for time efficiency and was the last meeting of this semester. The 
lecturer asked about the results of the student's translation during the last 
consultation session. This morning the lecturer would discuss about finishing 
bilingual textbook, so all the students were asked to make a cover of the book and 
started to sort the results of their translations. The lecturer also asked all students to 
gather with their groups also he gave a tutorial on how to make a finishing book. 
The lecturer has written those steps on the whiteboard, describing every detail tools 
on the Microsoft Publisher taskbar also gave a description of the steps on how to 
make Page Setup and Page Layout. The lecturer discussed in more detail about the 
finishing of this book, then explained about the full textbook cover and synopsis in 
English. Students re-edit the results of their work. The lecturer proposed about the 
difficulties that faced by students both in translation process and using Microsoft 
Publisher. Then, there were some of the students who experienced problems at that 
time, they also did a consultation with the lecturer. Students were asked to make 
bilingual textbook layouts as closely as possible with textbooks in general. After 
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the students finished edit the layout and make a cover, they must convert the 
Microsoft Publisher textbook file into a PDF file. After all the explanations have 
been submitted, the lecturer favored the class leader to collect all the results of the 
soft files of the students and put them together in purpose to be printed. Lecturers 
coordinated the time of the assignments that will be submitted on December 22, 
2018. The lecturers was checked the attendance of students, and close the meeting 
with salaam. 
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Appendix 3. Interview Guide Line 
 
Interview Dosen  
Daftar Pertanyaan Interview Dosen  
1. Sudah berapa lama bapak mengampu mata kuliah Translation on Textbook di  
  IAIN Surakarta? 
2. Apa saja persiapan yang bapak lakukan sebelum mengajar kelas Translation  
  on Textbook? 
3. Sumber materi apakah yang bapak gunakan dalam mengajar Translation on  
  Textbook? 
4. Apakah bapak menggunakan Microsoft Publisher sebagai media 
  pembelajaran Translation? 
5. Mengapa bapak memilih mengunakan Microsoft Publisher sebagai media 
pembelajaran Translation? 
6. Menurut bapak apa fungsi dari Microsoft Publisher dalam pembelajaran  
  Translation? 
7. Apakah Microsoft Publisher yang bapak terapkan dalam pembelajaran 
Translation bisa membuat mahasiswa berinteraksi aktif di dalam kelas? 
8. Apakah mahasiswa tertarik dengan aplikasi Microsoft Publisher yang bapak  
  terapkan? 
9. Dalam penggunaan Microsoft Publisher, langkah-langkah apasaja yang bapak 
lakukan dalam pembelajaran Translation? 
10. Aktivitas pembelajaran apa saja yang menggunakan Microsoft Publisher? 
11. Permasalah apa yang bapak hadapi ketika menerapkan Microsoft Publisher di  
   kelas Translation? 
12. Apakah ada permasalahan ketika bapak mengenalkan Microsoft Publisher? 
13. Apakah ada permasalahan dalam pemahaman Microsoft? 
14. Apakah ada permasalahan ketika bapak memberi tugas Translation pada  
   mahasiswa dengan menggunakan Microsoft Publisher? 
15. Permasalahan apa yang dihadapi mahasiswa dalam menggunakan Microsoft 
Publisher di kelas Translation? 
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16. Solusi apakah yang bapak gunakan untuk menyelesaikan masalah mahasiswa 
tersebut? 
17. Apakah ada permasalahan / keluhan dalam kegiatan konsultasi tugas 
Translation dengan Microsoft Publisher? 
18. Solusi apakah yang bapak lakukan untuk menyelesaikan masalah tersebut? 
 
Interview Mahasiswa  
Daftar Pertanyaan Interview Mahasiswa 
1. Bagaimana anda/kalian mempersiapkan diri untuk mengikuti kelas Translation 
on Textbook secara efektif? 
2. Biasanya apakah sumber materi yang digunakan oleh dosen anda dalam 
mengajar kelas Translation on Textbook? 
3. Apakah anda menggunakan sumber belajar lain selain dari dosen anda? 
4. Apakah sumber materi tersebut membantu anda dalam menguasai Translation? 
5. Apakah dosen anda menggunakan aplikasi Microsoft Publisher dalam 
pembelajaran kelas Translation? 
6. Apakah anda tertarik menggunakan aplikasi Microsoft Publisher yang  
  diterapkan oleh dosen? 
7. Apakah aplikasi Microsoft Publisher tersebut membantu anda dalam  
  menguasai Translation? 
8. Permasalahan apa yang anda hadapi ketika menggunakan aplikasi Microsoft 
Publisher dalam pembelajaran Translation? 
9. Solusi apakah yang anda lakukan untuk menyelesaikan masalah tersebut? 
10. Apakah manfaat yang anda dapatkan setelah belajar Translation dengan  
    menggunakan Microsoft Publisher sebagai media pembelajarannya?  
   apakah Microsoft Publisher menambah softskill anda?  
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Appendix 4. Interview Script 
 
LECTURERS’ INTERVIEW 
Lecturer  : Mohammad Romdhoni Prakoso, M.Pd 
Date     : Thursday, 29th December 2018  
Place    : IAIN Surakarta  
Interview Script  : 
Researcher  : Assalamu’alaikum Warrahmatullahi Wabarakatuh… 
Mr. Doni  : Wa’alaikumsalaam Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh 
Researcher  : Terima kasih kepada Pak Doni yang telah meluangkan    
  waktunya, mohon maaf saya meminta waktunya sebentar  
  untuk wawancara. 
Mr. Doni  : Iya mbak, tidak apa-apa santai saja. 
Researcher  : Begini, Pak Doni, di sini saya ingin mengajukan beberapa  
  pertanyaan  mengenai kelas Translation on Textbook yang  
  panjenengan ajar di semester 5 ini.  
Mr. Doni  : Silakan mbak… 
Researcher  : Untuk pertanyaan pertama, sudah berapa lama bapak  
     mengajar bahasa Inggris di IAIN Surakarta? 
Mr. Doni  : Kalau bahasa Inggris di IAIN Surakarta kan? Bukan di  
  PBI? 
Researcher  : Iya pak… 
Mr. Doni  : Kalau di IAIN sudah 2 tahun, awalnya bekerja di P2B  
     IAIN Surakarta baru kemudian saya nyambi S2. Setelah  
     lulus saya melamar pekerjaan di sini sebagai dosen selama  
     1 tahun. 
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Researcher  : Berarti sudah bekerja di IAIN selama 2 tahun,  
  nah langsung saja njih pak mengenai kelas Translation on  
  Textbook. Apa saja persiapan yang bapak  lakukan untuk  
mengajar kelas tersebut? 
Mr. Doni           : Yang dipersiapkan, yang pertama karena kelasnya  
   membahas tentang textbook gitu ya, jadinya saya cari-cari  
   website yang pas dan akhirnya menemukan buku paket 
yang asli atau real biar mahasiswa itu niat saya untuk  
prakteknya yang real- real saja. Teoritis hanya sebagai  
pendamping saja, kemudian saya cari teori-teori yang cocok  
untuk pendamping, setelah itu saya cari textbooknya yang  
kemudian sebelum tengah semester itu saya  kasih teori  
dulu dan latiannya saya kasih yang authentic materi dulu.   
Maksudnya dari client-client translation saya dulu.  
Beberapa tahun ini saya juga nyambi translate, nah itu juga  
saya berikan authentic material  dari situ, dan juga  
beberapa part saja dengan berbagai macam bidang. Tidak  
cuma bahasa saja, di situ ada science, social,  budaya, 
bahkan olahraga  juga ada. Terus yang seperti Poltekes  
atau kesehatan juga ada, jadinya saya lebih menekankan  
pada prakteknya bukan yang teoritisnya, hanya untuk   
pendamping saja.  
Researcher  : Nah, untuk sistem pengajaran Translation on Textbook itu  
  seperti apa pak? 
Mr. Doni  : Yang pertama saya bagi dua periode. Pertama sebelum 
  mid-semester, kedua setelah mid-semester. Sebelum mid- 
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  semester ya tadi, saya berikan teori sedikit banyak  
  praktenya, yang authentic material nya jadi biar mereka  
  langsung praktek. Terus, kebanyakan cara ngajarnya sih 
  saya kasih authentic material dulu terus mereka coba  
  translate kemudian saya bantu mereka bersama-sama satu  
   kelas. “Ini kira-kira yang sudah equivalent yang mana 
 sih?”, “ini yang sudah akurat yang mana?” kalau belum  
 akurat ya kita bantu bersama gitu. Kemudian, sebelum  
 mid-semester saya kasih tau dulu. “Tolong kalian 
 berkelompok, kemudian cari buku paket di bsd-pendidikan  
 untuk buku paket nasional yang SMP atau  SMA”. Kelas  
 berapa dan topiknya apa terserah, terus mereka harus  
 memilih topik mana yang akan mereka terangkan,  
 kemudian setelah mid-semester itu saya kasih aplikasi  
 Microsoft Publisher untuk translate   textbooknya.  Biar 
 nanti bentuk akhirnya benar-benar textbook gitu loh, biar  
 benar-benar  real. Pokonya selama 2 minggu saya ajari  
 Microsoft Publisher dulu,  kemudian 2 minggu setelahnya  
 mereka harus translate dulu di kediaman masing-masing 
 tidak di kelas, setelah itu waktu 2 minggu itu digunakan  
 untuk sesi konsultasi sebagai pengganti absen. Dan  
 konsultasinya itu berisi tentang mereka sampai mana  
 progress-nya dalam translate itu. Terus saya kasih saran 
 sampai fix. Setelah 2 minggu mereka di dalam kelas  
 melakukan finishing produknya. Kemudian, berikutnya  
 terakhir itu mereka mencetak  sendiri dan sudah menjadi   
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 textbook.  
Researcher  : Kemudian, dalam penggunaan Microsoft Publisher di  
     dalam kelas, apakah  mampu membuat siswa itu aktif? 
Mr. Doni  : Aktif ya? Sebenarnya kalau kita berbicara mengenai   
   teknologi itu pasti ada dua kubu di dalam kelas. Kubu  
   yang sangat antusias dan kubu yang meremehkan. “Opo 
  to.., nek nggawe buku koyo ngene ki tok aku yo  isoh”   
  Kaya gitu ada, kalau yang antusias itu kaya into banget 
  sama Publishernya terus coba-coba sendiri, belajar sendiri  
 walaupun saya bimbing juga. Kalau yang tidak suka itu  
 cenderung, seperti skeptic gitu loh “ah buat apa..”  
 cenderungnya malah lebih pasif. Kemudian, karena ini kan  
 berkelompok yang pasif tadi berpengaruh ke yang aktif  
 tadi. Kendalanya seperti itu sih kalau teknologi. 
Researcher  : Tadi kan mengenai Publisher nya ya pak, sebenarnya  
     tujuan utama dari penggunaan Microsoft Publisher itu  
     untuk apa selain prakteknya? 
Mr. Doni  : Tujuan utama selain praktek, karena tuntutan dari prodi  
     kemarin yang semester dulu kan produk textbook itu 
  bukan textbook. Jadinya kita  harus  sesuai dengan  
  namanya. Karena produknya textbook, maka saya  
  mikirnya itu kita tidak mencari jurnal atau artikel yang 
  bebas. Jadi kita harus benar- benar ke textbook nya,  
  ditranslate dan bentuknya harus bilingual textbook biar 
  namanya itu terukir dalam karyanya itu loh hehe..,  
  makanya dulu saya sempat konsultasi ke Bu Kajur dulu.  
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  “Apakah begini sesuai atau tidak?” ternyata nggih cocok 
   terus lanjut lagi, biar produkannya textbook. 
Researcher  : Selanjutnya, ini mengenai permasalahan pak. Untuk yang 
  pertama apakah mahasiswa mengalami kendala atau  
  permasalahan dalam proses  penerjemahan textbook?  
Mr. Doni  : Ya pasti ya permasalahan, pertama waktu praktek-praktek  
   di kelas itu biasanya permasalahannya mereka belum  
   pernah tau kata-kata itu. Misalnya, tentang bahasa kan  
   sudah familiar, seperti science atau social terutama  
   science itu yang paling sulit jadinya sebelum mereka  
    translate textbook, saya drill dulu atau latian-latian di  
   tengah semester awal itu, biar mereka kaya accustom sama  
  istilahnya. Kemudian, teknik-teknik penerjemahan  
  terutama mencari dulu secara literal translation-nya itu   
  apa, terus kontekstualnya bagaimana disesuakan dulu dan  
  diakhir kita harus ngomong tujuan akhirnya adalah  
  accuracy serta equivalent biar mereka waktu translate  
  textbook itu lurus atau sudah benar begitu. Kendalanya 
 seperti itu sih, sama mereka itu kaya istilah  
 pararelism“kalau adjective ya adjective semua, kalau noun 
 ya noun semua” dan lain sebagainya. Terus, grammarnya  
itu masih ada yang amburadul jadinya mau dibahas terakhir  
juga gimana dari grammarnya saja sudah salah. Basic pun  
mereka masih ada yang seperti itu, kalau yang aktif sih bisa  
langsung paham dan benar.  Kendala yang lain itu mereka 
kaya redundant atau wasting gitu loh. Kaya misalnya,  
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mereka tidak perlu menerjemahkan ini tapi mereka  
terjemahin, karena mereka itu terlalu berfokus pada literal  
translation bukan meaning nya, yang di translate bukan  
artinya tapi kata-katanya. Jadi itu permasalahannya. 
Researcher           : Adakah yang menggunakan paraphrase pak? 
Mr. Doni               : Nah itu salah satu metodenya, paraphrase juga ada yang  
 bisa. Ada satu mahasiswa yang namanya Mujahid itu suka  
 pakai paraphrase kata-katanya dia sendiri, tapi yang  
 kebanyakan itu cuman literal aja. mereka itu suka translate  
 kata-per-kata ya, dan tidak dikontekskan. Tidak  
 transferring meaning, tapi transferring words.    
Researcher  : Kedua, untuk permasalahan atau kendala dalam  
     penggunan aplikasi Microsoft Publisher apakah ada pak?  
Mr. Doni  : Untuk hal tersebut, pertama permasalahan muncul dari  
     diri saya sendiri. Selalu over-estimate ke mahasiswa, saya  
     berpikirnya aplikasi yang simple gitu pasti bisa, pada 
     akhirnya ada beberapa yang bingung. Padahal,  
       permasalahannya itu simple tapi kok bingung? Ternyata 
     saya yang over-   estimate. Jadinya saya menjelaskannya  
   tidak terlalu detail, hanya beberapa part saja itu pun yang 
  bagian paling sulit ternyata bagian yang detail pun mereka  
  belum tahu. Contoh seperti mengoperasikan margin saja  
  ada yang  belum bisa, terus cover kan bentuknya harus 
  booklet jadi halamannya harus sesuai. Permasalahan  
  berikutnya adalah perbedaan versi dari Microsoft  
  Publisher, ada yang punya versi 2010 ke atas ada yang  
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  2006. Yang 2006 itu sangat ribet dibandingkan 2010.  
  Sehingga mereka  yang menggunakan versi 2006 harus  
  menyesuaikan sendiri. Kemudian,  ada permasalahan pada  
  laptop yang belum ada softwarenya sehingga  mereka  
  harus ke ahli computer gitu, install disana.  
Researcher  : Seri Microsoft Publisher nya ya pak? 
Mr. Doni  : Iya, karena Microsoft kan tidak bisa di-install sendiri 
  kalau memang tidak  mengerti IT kan. Jadinya, mereka 
  kesana membayar dan install  Publisher.  
Researcher  : Nah, ini kan sudah ada beberapa permasalahan yang telah 
  pak Doni paparkan, adakah solusi yang bapak gunakan  
  dan mungkin ada evaluasi di  dalam kelas atau bagaimana 
  mengenai aplikasi tersebut?  
Mr. Doni  : Solusinya yang pertama, mengenai praktek. Saya itu kalau 
  mereka sedang translate, itu saya suka keliling. Sebelum  
  finishing kan. Biar tau  siapa yang benar-benar sudah  
  lancar dan yang punya masalah siapa, langsung saya  
  tangani disitu biar sama-sama enak. Baru nanti setelah  
benar-benar selesai   semua, beberapa dari mereka maju ke  
depan. Masih ada yang salah itu  pasti, nanti kita bahas 
bareng-bareng. Itu solusi untuk proses penerjemahannya.  
Untuk solusi penggunaan aplikasi Microsoft Publishernya, 
saya memberikan semacam tutorial langsung, step by step.  
Kemudian, saya memberikan seperti gambaran pakai papan  
tulis “jadi tata letaknya gini, ini begini..” biar mereka lebih 
 paham. Misalkan bagian tools nya, saya gambar tools nya 
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 saya lingkari terus saya kasih nomor satu, dua, tiga 
 kemudian saya kasih legenda. Nomor satu apa, dua apa,  
 tiga apa seperti itu biar efisien.  
Researcher  : Apakah semua hal yang anda lakukan ini, sudah mengacu 
  pada silabus pak?  
Mr. Doni  : Karena saya pertama mendapat persetujuan dulu dari 
  Kajur begitu ya, biar sama-sama enak dan tidak menyalahi  
  aturan, saya konsultasi dulu ke bu  Kajur kemudian beliau  
  oke terus saya langsung jalan dan saya buat RPS nya 
  sendiri khusus untuk mata kuliah Translation on Textbook  
  ini biar sesuai.  
Researcher  : Mungkin ini saja yang ingin sampaikan pak, terima kasih   
  atas waktu panjenengan. 
Mr. Doni  : Iya mbak sama-sama, semoga sukses semuanya.  
Researcher  : Matursuwun pak Doni.  
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STUDENTS’ INTERVIEW  
 
1. Name : Gaida Izdihar Aurilana 
Date   : Thursday, 6th December 2018  
Place  : IAIN Surakarta  
Interview Script  : 
Researcher  : Assalamu’alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh 
Gaida  : Waalaikumsalam Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh 
Researcher  : Perkenalkan saya Fiki Amania Nabila dari jurusan PBI 
  semester 7, disini saya ingin menanyakan beberapa hal  
  mengenai kelas Translation on Textbook, sebelumnya ini 
  dengan saudari siapa?  
Gaida  : Perkenalkan nama saya Gaida kak, saya dari jurusan PBI  
     semester 5 
Researcher  : Oh ya dik Gaida, disini saya akan menanyakan beberapa  
      hal boleh minta waktunya sebentar? 
Gaida  : Silakan kak… 
Researcher  : Saya ingin bertanya mengenai kelas Translation on  
  Textbook yang adik Gaida ikuti selama semester 5 ini, nah  
  untuk dik Gaida bagaimana anda mempersiapkan diri  
  untuk mengikuti kelas Translation on Textbook? 
Gaida  : Biasanya untuk mempersiapkan diri, biasanya aku baca- 
   baca referensi dulu kak. Biasanya aku baca referensi- 
   referensi dari internet gitukan sebelum-sebelumnya pak 
  Doni juga sudah ngasih silabusnya, nanti di minggu 
  pertama bakalan belajar ini, kedua ini, dan yang ketiga ini  
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  kaya gitu, karena aku juga ambil translation. Aku juga ada  
  beberapa buku tentang translation, dari buku-buku itu aku 
  baca tapi kebanyakan aku baca yang dari internet kak. 
Researcher  : Berarti, dik Gaida mempersiapkan diri dengan membaca 
  sumber-sumber dari internet, dan dari buku juga ya? 
Gaida  : Iya kak… 
Researcher  : Kemudian, biasanya sumber materi yang digunakan dosen  
     dalam mata kuliah translation itu apa?  
Gaida  : Oh… kaya sumber materi? Biasanya pakai presentasi  
   terus buku-buku juga, pernah juga pak Doni beliau ngasih 
  kaya materi di selembaran kertas nah itu isinya kaya teori- 
  teori tentang translation, metode yang digunakan apa,  
  translation itu apa…, kaya gitu sih. 
Researcher  : Oke seperti itu.., terus apakah sumber-sumber materi  
  tersebut membantu dik Gaida untuk menguasai  
  translation? 
Gaida  : Ya membantu banget ya kak…, soalnya kan kaya masih  
   baru gitu loh kak, apalagi yang berkenaan dengan  
   translation of course membantu banget dalam 
  pembelajaran. 
Researcher  : Kemudian dalam pembelajaran Translation on Textbook  
     apakah dosen menggunakan aplikasi yang namanya  
     Microsoft Publisher? 
Gaida  : Pakai kak… 
Researcher  : Nah, bagaimana tanggapan dik Gaida mengenai aplikasi  
     tersebut dalam mata kuliah Translation on Textbook. 
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  Apakah anda tertarik?  
Gaida  : Publisher tadi ya kak?  
Researcher  : Iya… 
Gaida  : Tertarik sih tertarik, karena itu software/aplikasi pertama 
  kali aku pakai selain Microsoft Word dan Microsoft Excel  
  nah kaya gitu… menurutku menarik banget lah untuk 
  pembelajaran translation, apalagi itu kak kalau kita 
  pakainya format kertasnya yang kanan tulisannya pakai  
  bahasa Inggris terus yang kiri bahasa Indonesia. 
Researcher  : Seperti itu… nah apa yang membedakan Microsoft  
  Publisher dengan aplikasi Microsoft Office yang lain?  
  Seperti Microsoft Word atau Excel? 
Gaida  : Kalau menurutku sih kak, di aplikasi Microsoft Publisher,  
     untuk kegiatan Men-design lebih gampang, kaya mau  
     naruh gambar terus kita seret toolbar-nya ke atas atau ke  
     bawah, pokonya lebih fleksibel lah kak…dibandingkan 
  dengan Microsoft Word gitu. 
Researcher  : Kemudian, dalam proses penerjemahan textbook nya nih,  
     kendala atau permasalahan apa yang dik Gaida sering  
     hadapi? Kesulitan yang kamu alami.    
Gaida  : Dalam proses penerjemahannya gitu ya kak? Nah kalo aku  
   ada kendala penerjemahan istilah-istilah, kan kita di kelas  
   kaya disuruh milih random, kaya disuruh milih buku 
  Biologi, Sejarah, Budaya, Matematika kaya gitu terus  
  istilah-istilah yang ada di tema buku-buku tadi untuk nge- 
  translate nya itu sulit, kemarin kan aku ambil buku Seni  
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  Budaya nah.. kaya misalkan seni peran itu diterjemahkan  
  dalam istilah apa dalam bahasa Inggris, kalo literal kan 
  gampang dari word-to-word kan gampang seni peran itu  
  apa, tapi kalo cara penyampaian penerjemahannya yang  
  baik itu apa… kaya gitu sih. 
Researcher  : Berarti ada kesulitan dalam terms nya? 
Gaida  : Iya terms nya gitu kak… 
Researcher  : Selanjutnya, apakah ada masalah dalam penggunaan 
  aplikasi Microsoft Publisher? 
Gaida  : Kendalanya ya kak, untuk kendalanya karena aplikasinya 
   itu baru buat aku, terus kita satu kelas itu jenis Microsoft  
   Publishernya itu beda-beda ada yang 2018 dan ada yang 
   punya edisi yang udah lama, jadi untuk menyesuaikan  
   aplikasinya itu susah. Apalagi pak Doni pakai edisi 
   Microsoft Publisher yang terbaru, nah untuk punyaku kan  
   pakai edisi dibawahnya pak Doni maksutnya bukan yang 
   terbaru. Pak Doni untuk mempraktekan dan memberi 
   contoh, yaudah kita mau ngga mau harus mengikuti  
   beliau kan, jadi kita harus upgrade Microsoft Publisher  
   kita dong… jadi kendalanya kita harus menyesuaikan  
   Microsoft Publisher kita yang lama dengan yang baru.  
   Karena, untuk ngasih praktek atau contoh beliau  
   menggunakan edisi yang terbaru. 
Researcher  : Untuk kendala yang lain, pada proses penggunaan aplikasi  
     tersebut? 
Gaida  : Ngga ada kak, kita mah.. masih bisa ngikutin. 
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Researcher  : Berarti cukup paham ya untuk mengikuti tutorial yang  
     diberikan pak Doni di dalam kelas? 
Gaida  : Lagian, tutorialnya yang baru sama yang lama ngga jauh  
beda kok kak, hampir mirip tapi ya tetap ada beberapa  
yang beda juga. 
Researcher  : Nah, dalam penggunaan aplikasi Microsoft Publisher ini 
  membantu tidak dalam proses penerjemahan textbook? 
Gaida  : Kalo khusus buat textbook, menurutku membantu sekali   
   kak karena ya itu tadi untuk mendesign model seperti  
                                 buku atau textbook page designya udah kaya aslinya gitu  
                                 kak.  
Researcher  : Tadi kan ada beberapa masalah atau kendala dalam proses  
    penerjemahan ataupun dalam penggunaan aplikasinya,  
   nah solusi apa yang dik Gaida lakukan untuk  
   menyelesaikan masalah tersebut? 
Gaida  : Oh, kendala-kendala nya kak. Untuk kendalanya sih, kaya  
   biasanya aku ngga tau nih cara mengoperasikannya 
  gimana, aku biasanya tanya ke temenku dulu kan kita 
  dibuat kelompok tuh… caranya buat ini gimana sih? cara  
  bikin footer gimana sih? nah kaya gitu, tapi misalkan satu  
  kelompok ngga tau, nah kita baru tanya ke pak Doni terus  
  beliau baru menjelaskan sampai paham. 
Researcher  : Berarti memang ada sesi konsultasi nya kan?  
Gaida  : Ada kak, ada sesi konsultasi nya satu minggu sekali kak  
   untuk kelompok aku sendiri. 
Researcher  : Karena satu minggu sekali ada sesi konsultasi, biasanya  
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   pak dosen memberi evaluasi atau mungkin dalam proses  
   pembelajarannya dalam penggunaan Microsoft Publisher? 
Gaida  : Ada kok kak, evaluasinya. Misalnya, nih ya di kelompok 
  ku sendiri ada kesalahan dalam penempatan footer  
  harusnya itu dikasih sebelah sini loh harusnya ukurannya 
  segini loh, terus pas pembelajaran beliau bilang ke teman- 
  teman sekelas tentang evaluasi penggunaan footer yang  
  harusnya digunakan seperti ini dari konsultasi kelompok  
  aku. 
Researcher  : Oke, berarti selain tanya ke teman, ikut sesi konsultasi, 
  terus ada evaluasi dalam proses pembelajarannya dan  
  penggunaan aplikasi tersebut. Ini pertanyaan terakhir, 
  apasih manfaat yang kamu dapatkan setelah menggunakan  
 aplikasi ini? 
Gaida  : Manfaatnya, kalo untuk penerjemahan sih kita jadi lebih 
  ngerti, ternyata tools- tools nya digunakan sedikit berbeda  
 dengan Word yang biasa dipake. Di Word ngga ada di 
 Publisher ada. Oh pake tools ini ternyata jadi kita lebih tau 
 alat-alat yang baru. 
Researcher  : Iya beberapa ada yang sama dan ada yang beda. Jadi kita   
   bisa mengenal tools yang baru gitu ya. Menurut dik Gaida  
   apakah aplikasi ini menambah  softskill kamu untuk 
  mempersiapkan diri dalam duni kerja? 
Gaida  : Kalo menurutku pribadi jelas nambah banget kak, karena 
  kita ngga melulu belajar tentang aplikasi yang udah kita 
  pahami seperti Word atau Excel karena dari sekolah di 
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  SMP dan SMA udah diajarin, karena di semester 5 ini 
  dapat pembelajaran tentang aplikasi yang baru,  
  alhamdulilah menambah softskill banget.. selain bisa  
  nerjemahin buku terus juga bisa design bukunya sendiri. 
Researcher  : Berarti ada nilai tambahan ya setelah dik Gaida bisa 
  menggunakan aplikasi ini? 
Gaida  : Iya kak, betul sekali. 
Researcher  : Mungkin cukup sekian yang ingin kakak tanyakan.  
   Terima kasih atas waktunya dik Gaida,  
  Wassallamualaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh. 
Gaida   : Sama-sama kak, Wa’ alaikumsalam Warahmatullahi  
    Wabarakatuh. 
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2. Name : Tiesta Rickyan Permata 
Date   : Thursday, 6th December 2018  
Place  : IAIN Surakarta 
Interview Script  : 
Researcher  : Assalamu’alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh 
Tiesta  : Waalaikumsalam Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh 
Researcher  : Perkenalkan saya Fiki Amania Nabila dari jurusan PBI  
   semester 7, disini saya ingin menanyakan beberapa hal  
   mengenai kelas Translation on Textbook di semester 5 ini.  
   Mohon maaf, ini dengan saudari siapa? 
Tiesta  : Tiesta Rickyan  
Researcher  : Dengan mbak Tiesta ya, kan di semester ini ikut kelas 
  Translation on Textbook dengan bapak Romdoni. Nah, ada  
  beberapa hal yang ingin saya tanyakan. Boleh minta waktunya 
  sebentar? 
Tiesta  : Boleh mbak… 
Researcher  : Pertanyaan yang pertama bagaimana anda mempersiapkan 
  diri di kelas Translation on Textbook? 
Tiesta  : Biasanya, saya dari rumah tu bawa laptop terus sampai di 
  kelas saya ngikuti instruksinya dari pak Doni. Ya itu  
  biasanya udah gitu aja mbak.. 
Researcher  : Intinya selama di kelas Translation on Textbook itu selalu  
     bawa laptop ya? Bapaknya mengharuskan? 
Tiesta  : Iya 
Researcher  : Nah selanjutnya, biasanya sumber materi yang digunakan  
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     dosen dalam mata kuliah translation itu apa?  
Tiesta  : Biasanya pak Doni pakai buku BSD dari pemerintah itu 
  sih, jadi kita disuruh belajar translate-in buku pelajaran  
Researcher  : Berarti sumber materinya dari BSD, isinya tentang apa 
   aja? 
Tiesta  : itu buku-buku dari pelajaran sekolah mulai dari kelas 1  
     SD sampai SMA ada. Buku guru atau buku siswa juga ada  
Researcher  : Seperti buku paket ya?  
Tiesta  : Buku pegangan siswa gitu mbak  
Researcher  : Buku nya berbentuk apa? Soft file atau hard file? 
Tiesta  : Bukunya berbentuk soft file. PDF 
Researcher  : Nah, dalam pembelajaran Translation on Textbook ini  
apakah menggunakan aplikasi yang namanya Microsoft  
Publisher?  
Tiesta  : Iya mbak pake Microsoft Publisher  
Researcher  : Bagaimana tanggapan anda mengenai aplikasi tersebut? 
Tiesta  : Ah… saya baru pertama kali ya pakai dan tau Microsoft  
   Publisher baru kali ini sih, ternyata ya masih kurang 
  paham cara pakainya. Ini buat apa aja, terus beberapa ada 
  yang beda dari Microsoft Word.  
Researcher  : Saya ingin menanyakan mengenai tentang proses 
  penerjemahan textbooknya atau buku paketnya itu.  
 Ada ngga sih masalah atau kendala yang anda alami?  
Tiesta  : Kendalanya… tergantung translate-in bukunya ya mbak, 
  kalo semisal kita translate-in buku tentang IPA itu ada 
  beberapa kata didalamnya yang saya ngga paham,  
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  beberapa kata-kata di IPA gitu atau matematika juga. Jadi  
  kesulitannya itu sih, yang lan-lain ya biasa sih mbak  
Researcher  : Mungkin ada ketidakpahaman di bagian istilah-istilah  
   begitu maksutnya? atau mungkin ada lagi di susunan kata  
   atau kalimat? 
Tiesta  : Iya itu istilah-istilah maksutnya yang saya udah tau 
  artinya cuman, untuk diterjemahkan di bahasa Inggris itu 
  saya masih belum bisa mbak  
Researcher  : Sebenarnya, tantangan dalam menerjemahkan buku paket  
   itu apa? 
Tiesta  : Tantangannya, yang jelas itu lebih kompleks. Jadi ada  
   beberapa tema buku dan harus nyesuain hal yang kita 
  terjemahkan. Itu kan buku pelajaran ya mbak,  jadi saya 
  harus menerjemahkan agar mudah dipahami oleh anak- 
  anak, biar bisa dipelajari gitu.  
Researcher  : Oke.., kan tadi mengenai kendala dalam proses  
   penerjemahan textbook, ada ngga sih kendala dalam  
   pengunaan aplikasi Microsoft Publisher? 
Tiesta  : Kedalanya itu tadi, saya kan baru pertama kali tuh pakai 
  Microsoft Publisher jadinya saya masih bingung. 
  Beberapa sih ada yang mirip kaya Microsoft Word cuman 
  pemakaiannya juga ada yang beda sih sama yang di  
  Publisher 
Researcher  : Jadi masih ada kebingungan ya, apakah berkaitan dengan 
  penggunaan tools yang ada di Microsoft Publisher? 
Tiesta  : Iya… penggunaan di tools nya itu mbak, pengaturannya 
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  terus layout nya itu beda  
Researcher  : Nah layout yang berbeda itu bagaimana maksutnya? 
Tiesta  : kalau layout itu modelnya seperti textbook kan, jadi kalau 
  buat terjemahin lebih simple kalau Microsoft Word kan  
  cuma satu lembar aja. Nah, kalau di Publisher bisa dibuat  
  buku dua lembar sekaligus gitu. Jadi enaknya disitu.  
Researcher  : Berarti kemudahannya ada pada layout yang sudah di  
   design seperti textbook. Terus, apakah aplikasi ini  
   membantu dalam proses penerjemahan?  
Tiesta  : Ya lumayan membantu karena di Microsoft Publisher itu  
   kita seumpama mau terjemahin 1 halaman, nah kita bisa  
  jadiin 2 halaman buku. Jadi yang sebelah kiri tulisannya  
  bahasa Indonesia, terus sebelah kanan yang terjemahan  
  bahasa Inggris jadi ngga harus manual satu lembar- satu  
  lembar gitu engga, langsung bisa.  
Researcher  : Kemudian, tadi kan sudah disebutkan beberapa kendala 
  dari sisi proses penerjemahan dan penggunaan aplikasi  
  tersebut. Solusi apa yang anda lakukan untuk  
  menyelesaikan permasalahan tersebut? 
Tiesta  : Biasanya tanya temen dulu, terus kalau temennya ngga  
   bisa tanya langsung  ke dosennya, nanti diajarin sama pak  
   dosen terus kalo masih tetep ngga bisa saya searching di  
   internet.  
Researcher  : Untuk bagian tanya dosen itu ada sesi konsultasi?  
Tiesta  : Ya ada sesi konsultasi, pas ada mata kuliahnya atau di  
   kantor gitu sih 
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Researcher  : Untuk sesi konsultasinya itu mungkin pak dosen  
   memberikan evaluasi saat di kelas mengenai penggunaan  
   aplikasi tersebut?  
Tiesta  : kalau evaluasi engga sih, kita mahasiswanya bener-bener  
   disuruh mandiri  
Researcher  : Oke, ini untuk pertanyaan yang terakhir. Apakah manfaat 
  yang anda dapatkan setelah mengenal aplikasi ini? Apakah 
  menambah soft skill anda dalam penggunaan teknologi  
  dan mempersiapkan diri untuk terjun ke dunia kerja? 
Tiesta  : Ya sangat bermanfaat sekali Publisher, yang pertama  
   menambah soft skill saya dalam penggunaan Microsoft,  
   tidak hanya tau mengenai Microsoft Word atau Excel.  
   Terus untuk dunia kerja saya kan bakal jadi guru ya mbak,  
   jadi mungkin kita akan menggunakan beberapa buku nah  
   kita bisa pakai Microsoft Publisher untuk bantu proses  
   penerjemahan atau malah bikin buku gitu juga bisa  
Researcher  : Berarti banyak sekali manfaat yang didapat setelah  
   menggunakan aplikasi Microsoft Publisher, ya mbak  
   Tiesta. 
Tiesta  : Iya 
Researcher  : Terima kasih mbak Tiesta sudah mau meluangkan 
     waktunya, mohon maaf apabila mengganggu.  
  Wassallamualaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh. 
Tiesta  : Iya, sama-sama mbak Fiki. Wa’alaikumsalam  
     Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh. 
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3. Name : Abdurrofiq Nasrullah  
Date   : Thursday, 6th December 2018  
Place  : IAIN Surakarta 
Interview Script  : 
Researcher   : Assalamu’alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh 
Rofiq  : Waalaikumsalam Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh 
Researcher  : Perkenalkan saya Fiki Amania Nabila dari jurusan PBI  
    semester 7, dengan saudara siapa ini?  
Rofiq  : Saya Rofiq dari PBI semester 5  
Researcher  : Oke mas Rofiq, disini saya akan menanyakan beberapa  
      hal mengenai kelas Translation on Textbook di semester  
      5 ini, hal yang ingin saya tanyakan pertama adalah  
      bagaimana anda mempersiapkan diri untuk mengikuti  
      kelas tersebut? 
Rofiq  :  Untuk persiapan di kelas Translation on Textbook, yang 
   dibawa biasanya laptop, kamus juga butuh tapi kadang 
   kamus yang buku saya tinggal karena kamus yang ada di  
   laptop sudah ada jadi fleksibel. Yang penting laptop  
   dibawa.  
Researcher  : Berarti persiapannya bawa laptop sama kamus? 
Rofiq  : Iya mbak.. 
Researcher  : Kemudian, sumber materi yang digunakan oleh dosen itu  
     apa saja di kelas Translation on Textbook? 
Rofiq  : Untuk sumber materi di kelas Translation on Textbook, 
  waktu awal-awal semester oleh pak Doni, kami diberi teks  
  untuk ditranslate. Setelah itu di akhir semester kami  
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  diminta secara berkelompok untuk mencoba translate  
  buku pelajaran untuk siswa kalau ngga SMP ya SMA.  
Researcher  : Kemudian, sumber materi tersebut apakah membantu anda  
      dalam penerjemahan? 
Rofiq  : Kalau untuk menguasai atau engga nya saya kira cukup  
     membantu karena sebelum kita praktek menggunakan  
     textbook asli seperti buku pelajaran, kita lebih mudah  
     untuk latian terlebih dahulu dengan teks-teks yang sudah  
     disiapkan. Saya kira itu membantu untuk menambah  
     vocabulary dan menambah skill kita untuk men-translate  
     sebuah teks.  
Researcher  : Seperti itu, kemudian dalam pembelajaran Translation on 
  Textbook dari yang saya dengar menggunakan aplikasi  
  Microsoft Publisher. Bagaimana tanggapan anda  
  mengenai aplikasi tersebut? 
Rofiq  : Untuk aplikasi Microsoft Publisher kurang lebih sama  
     seperti Microsoft Word atau aplikasi lainnya cuma, dalam  
     Publisher itu dibuat khusus untuk Membuat buku atau  
     publish buku. Jadi layout nya sudah dibentuk, jadi secara  
     sistem lebih mudah untuk menerjemahkan, seperti  
     kemarin itu membuat bilingual book, untuk layout kan  
     dibuat dua. Kiri dan kanan juga bisa, sementara untuk  
     aplikasi lain itu lebih ribet. 
Researcher  : Berarti aplikasi ini memang khusus untuk mendesign  
     textbook ya, terutama Layout nya sudah mirip dengan  
     buku paket pada umumnya. Nah, apakah anda tertarik  
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     untuk menggunakan aplikasi ini diluar kelas Translation  
              on Textbook? 
Rofiq  : Diluar kelas Translation on Textbook? Mungkin dalam 
  membuat makalah, mungkin untuk membuat sebuah  
  penelitian, untuk cetak itu cocok seperti menulis atau  
  membuat buku cerita. Pokonya untuk Publisher itu  
  aplikasi emang cocok sih buat buku, tapi kalau untuk  
  bedanya sama Word pas buat beberapa lembar atau tiga  
  puluh lembar sekedar makalah yang mungkin tidak terlalu  
  rapi banget mungkin Microsoft Word cukup, tapi untuk  
  kerapian kita pakai Microsoft Publisher bisa.   
Researcher  : Berarti aplikasi ini sangat menarik sekali. Kemudian, saya 
  ingin menanyakan proses penerjemahannya, mungkin ada  
  kendala atau masalah yang anda hadapi saat proses  
  penerjemahan textbooknya itu? 
Rofiq  : untuk kendala yang saya hadapi ya mbak, karena itu 
  tugasnya berkelompok dan beberapa mahasiswa  
  kendalanya kita harus menyesuaikan style mengajar pak  
  Doni di dalam kelas saat menyampaikan materi. 
Researcher  : Kalau untuk kendala seperti ketidakpahaman mengenai  
     susunan kata atau grammar, itu ada tidak? 
Rofiq  : Untuk memahami susunan kata dengan grammar itu kita  
     bisa menyesuaikan dengan grammarly.com atau konsultasi  
     dengan pak Doni. Kemarin kita bikin textbook itu pak 
  Doni menyarankan untuk konsultasi tiga kali atau ada  
  beberapa yang dua kali. Jadi ada beberapa pilihan untuk  
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  memperbaiki terjemahannya dengan konsultasi atau  
  menggunakan aplikasi seperti tadi.  
Researcher  : Berarti ada sesi konsultasi ya untuk perkelompok itu. Dan  
     apakah dalam sesi konsultasi apa beliau memberi evaluasi  
     atau didalam pembelajaran di kelas mungkin? 
Rofiq  : Kalau evaluasi dalam kelas itu, diberi pengertian kaya  
     tutorial seperti itu bagi yang mau konsultasi bisa maju  
     kedepan tanya kepada pak Doni bakal langsung dijelasin,  
     tapi untuk di kelas biasanya beliau secara gamblang  
     menerangkan pada mahasiswa, sementara untuk konsultasi  
     secara personal biasanya kita konsul dengan membawa  
     lembar tugas kami yang sudah dicetak, nah nanti akan ada  
     revisi dari pak Doni yang perlu diperbaki mana dan harus  
     dikonsultasikan dipertemuan berikutnya sampai fix bener- 
     bener jadi.  
Researcher  :  Selain ada kendala dalam proses penerjemahan, apakah 
   ada permasalahan dalam menggunakan aplikasi Microsoft  
   Publisher?  
Rofiq  :  Kalau untuk masalah dalam penggunaan aplikasi tersebut  
      mungkin karena saya dari SMA terbiasa pakai Microsoft  
      Word, saya harus mempelajari secara detail tentang tools  
      nya atau apa saja yang perlu digunakan seperti itu.  
Researcher  : Apakah aplikasi Microsoft Publisher ini sangat membantu 
  dalam proses penerjemahannya? 
Rofiq  : Untuk membantu penerjemahannya, gini mbak kita buat  
     dua layout akan sangat membantu karena kita bisa buat 
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  terjemahannya langsung. Kiri dan kanan, untuk bagian kiri  
  bahasa Inggris dan kanan bahasa Indonesia jadi kita bisa  
  translate. Kita ngga perlu bolak balik buka aplikasi lah, 
  langsung lihat kiri-kanan langsung bisa. Saya pikir  
  mudah… 
Researcher  : Jadi hal yang membantu adalah bagian layoutnya ya? Bisa  
     dibuat bahasa Indonesia dan Inggris langsung. Nah, dari  
     beberapa kendala yang sudah anda jelaskan tadi, solusi  
     apa yang anda lakukan untuk menyelesaikan masalah  
     tersebut? 
Rofiq  : untuk solusinya kita bisa cari tutorial dari internet,  
     konsultasi dengan pak Doni, terus di kelas masih ada  
     pertemuan jadi saya manfaatkan apa yang saya tidak tahu  
     langsung tanya saja. Kalau engga, tanya lewat whatssap  
     juga bisa.  
Researcher  : Pertanyaan terakhir, manfaat apa yang anda dapatkan  
     setelah mengenal aplikasi Microsoft Publisher? Apakah  
     aplikasi ini menambah soft skill anda terutama untuk  
     mempersiapkan diri dalam dunia kerja? 
Rofiq  : Mungkin ketika saya menjadi guru kita bisa gunakan  
     sebagai aplikasi untuk membuat buku kalau mempunyai  
     materi yang akan disampaikan, atau mungkin memilih  
     untuk meringkaskan buku-buku yang ada, bisa  
       menggunakan aplikasi Publisher untuk membuat buku 
  materi saya sendiri. 
Researcher  : Mungkin, hanya ini saja yang ingin saya tanyakan, terima  
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     kasih mas Rofiq atas waktunya. Mohon maaf apabila 
  mengganggu. Wassallamu’alaikum Warahmatullahi  
  Wabarakatuh. 
Rofiq  : Iya, sama-sama mbak Fiki. Wa’alaikumsalam  
     Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh.  
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4. Name : Anisa Mifta Riski Utami 
Date   : Thursday, 6th December 2018  
Place  : IAIN Surakarta 
Interview Script  : 
Researcher  : Assalamu’alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh 
Anisa  : Wa’alaikumsalam Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh 
Researcher  : Perkenalkan saya Fiki Amania Nabila dari jurusan PBI  
     semester 7, dengan saudari siapa ini? 
Anisa  : Perkenalkan nama saya Anisa Mifta Riski Utami dari PBI  
     semester 5 
Researcher  : Saya panggil mbak Anisa saja ya? 
Anisa  : Iya boleh mbak… 
Researcher  : Disini saya ingin menanyakan beberapa hal mengenai  
     kelas Translation on Textbook. Terima kasih sebelumnya,  
     atas waktu yang telah anda luangkan kepada saya. Ini ada  
     beberapa pertanyaan yang ingin saya ajukan. Pertanyaan  
     yang pertama bagaimanakah anda mempersiapkan diri  
     untuk mengikuti kelas Translation on Textbook? 
Anisa  : Kalau saya pribadi itu, pas malem persiapan kalau tidak  
     ngantuk buat paginya, soalnya ikut kelas yang jam 7.  
     Kalau misal, ada tugas ya kerjain dulu tugasnya kalau  
     engga ya abaca-baca dulu sebelum ikut kelas translation.  
     Karena buat saya translation masih sebuah hal yang baru  
     dan dapatnya di semester 5 ini jadi baca-baca dulu lah biar  
     agak mengerti seputar translation itu apa. Begitu sih… 
Researcher  : Oke, kemudian sumber materi yang digunakan oleh dosen  
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     pada kelas Translation on Textbook itu apa?  
Anisa  : Oh, kalau sumber materi kemarin sih pak Doni pakai buku 
   terus juga pakai paper yang dibikin sama beliau. Udah itu  
   aja sih mbak, kadang kita yang cari sumber-sumber dari  
   internet. 
Researcher  : Baik, berarti sumber bisa dari buku dan internet ya. 
  Kemudian, apakah sumber materi tersebut membantu anda  
  dalam menguasai translation? 
Anisa  : Sedikit banyak membantu, emang karena kita basic-nya  
     memang bukan dari translation pas di semester 1 sampai 4  
     jadi itu kita butuh banget baca banyak-banyak buku  
     tentang translation sama baca dari internet, terus dijelasin  
     juga sama dosennya. 
Researcher  : Nah, dalam pembelajaran Translation on Textbook nih,  
     apakah anda dikenalkan dengan aplikasi yang bernama  
     Microsoft Publisher? 
Anisa  : Iya, kemarin sempat dikasih tentang cara menggunakan  
     Microsoft Publisher buat bikin tugas akhir yaitu bilingual  
     books. 
Researcher  : Kemudian, bagaimana tanggapan anda mengenai aplikasi  
     tersebut? 
Anisa  : Kalau tanggapan saya sendiri sih, saya senang belajar 
  tentang hal baru disamping menambah skill kita di 
  Microsoft juga itu kan buat bilingual books ya mbak, jadi 
  menambah skill dalam translation. Soalnya, di bilingual  
  books nya bagian kanan dan kiri berbahasa Inggris dan  
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  Indonesia menurut saya itu lebih mudah untuk men- 
  sinkron-kan. 
Researcher  : Mungkin ada hal yang membuat aplikasi ini berbeda dari  
     yang lain? Contoh seperti aplikasi Microsoft Word atau  
     yang lainnya? 
Anisa  : Kalau dari SMP dan SMA kita sudah diajarin yang  
     namanya aplikasi Microsoft Word atau Excel. Untuk  
     Publisher tau juga pas semester 5 di kelas translation, jadi  
     ya itu tetap hal baru yang harus dipelajari juga. 
Researcher  : Apakah anda tertarik menggunakan aplikasi tersebut? 
Anisa  : Sangat tertarik, karena saya suka main-main dengan  
     aplikasi Microsoft. Nah, untuk Publisher itu lain dari 
  Word atau Power Point gitu mbak, jadi ada hal yang  
   menantang untuk dilakukan.  
Researcher  : Dalam penerjemahan textbook nya sendiri, apakah ada  
     kendala atau masalah yang anda alami ketika proses  
     penerjemahan? 
Anisa  : Kalau selama proses penerjemahannya itu, mungkin saya 
  kan menerjemahkan dari bahasa Indonesia ke Inggris, dari  
  segi grammarnya kita juga kurang paham lah terus sama 
  pak Doni dalam memberi materi tentang Publisher nya  
  juga sedikit-sedikit jadi kita harus improve sendiri, cari  
  tau sendiri, bagaimana penggunaannya gitu sih. 
Researcher  : Kemudian, selain kendala dalam proses penerjemahan 
  apakah ada kendala pada penggunaan aplikasi tersebut? 
Anisa  : Ya itu tadi ya mbak, yang saya bilang Publisher itu 
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  aplikasi atau hal baru bagi saya jadi harus dipelajari, biar  
  kita ngga salah dalam pemakaiannya. Itu kan dibagian  
  kanan dan kiri bukunya beda bahasa, kalau engga  
  dipelajari dengan baik kan ngga bakal jadi buku bilingual. 
Researcher  : Kalau kendala dalam penggunaan tools-tools nya ada  
     engga? 
Anisa  : Kalau di tools nya itu, beberapa pak Doni udah jelasin.  
     Pas kita ada sesi konsultasi, apa yang kita ngga tau kita  
      tanyakan.  
Researcher  : Apakah aplikasi tersebut membantu anda dalam proses  
     penerjemahan? 
Anisa  : Sangat membantu sih mbak, karena aplikasinya membantu  
     kita dalam membuat bilingual books tentunya. Kalau 
  pakai word jadi lebih susah, di Publisher jadi lebih mudah. 
Researcher  : Setelah anda memaparkan beberapa masalah yang ada di  
     proses penerjemahan dan penggunaan aplikasi tersebut,  
     solusi apa yang anda lakukan untuk menyelesaikan  
     permasalahan tersebut? 
Anisa  : Pertama, saya mencoba-coba sendiri dulu mbak, cara- 
     caranya atau diotak-atik sendiri. Terus, browsing- 
     browsing di internet, koordinasi sama temen karena itukan  
     tugas kelompok tanya “ini enaknya digimanain?”  
Researcher  : Untuk konsultasi dengan dosennya bagaimana?  
Anisa  : kemarin konsultasinya ada 2 sampai 3 kali pertemuan  
     sebelum fix kita jadikan tugasnya, pas konsul itu kita  
     tanyakan apa hasil terjemahan kita itu udah benar atau  
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     belum, terus tanya tentang aplikasinya itu karena kita kan  
     masih ada keterbatasan jadi diberikan kesempatan untuk  
     bertanya pada pak Doni. 
Researcher  : Dalam sesi konsultasi apakah dosen memberikan evaluasi  
     atau tidak? Apakah ada evaluasi mengenai proses  
     penerjemahan atau tentang aplikasi tersebut di dalam 
      kelas? 
Anisa  : kemarin itu setelah selesai konsultasi selama dua atau tiga  
     kali, kita masuk ke kelas seperti biasa disitu kita kaya 
  udah fix terakhir ngerjain tugas akhirnya, sama pak Doni  
  itu membantu kita untuk menyelesaikan tugas tersebut.  
  Jadi, misal kita kurang gimana beliau bantu kita biar  
  cepat selesai, karena kita juga dikasih deadline. 
Researcher  : Tadi sudah anda paparkan solusinya, apa manfaat yang  
     anda dapatkan setelah belajar translation dengan Microsoft  
     Publisher? Apakah aplikasi tersebut menambah soft skill 
  anda untuk mempersiapkan diri dalam dunia kerja? 
Anisa  : Tentu ya menambah soft skill, soalnya dulu mungkin kita 
  bisanya hanya menggunakan Microsoft Word sama Excel. 
  Nah, yang sekarang ini dapat lagi tentang Microsoft 
  Publisher. Itukan selain dipakai untuk mengolah bilingual  
  boks keliatannya juga bisa dipakai untuk yang lain.  
  Hampir sama sih, dengan Corel Draw gitu cuman tools  
  nya aja yang beda-beda. Saya sih gitu. Nah, untuk  
  penerapannya besok ketika saya mengajar SMP atau SMA  
  setelah lulus karena aplikasi ini saya pakai untuk membuat  
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  bilingual books, kan ngga mungkin juga siswanya pakai  
  aplikasi itu untuk membuat bilingual books. Mungkin saya  
  bisa explore aplikasi Publisher selain buat bilingual books 
  kemungkinan bisa saya terapkan untuk mengajar di dalam  
  kelas. 
Researcher  : Sampai sini, mungkin hanya ini yang ingin saya tanyakan. 
  Terima kasih atas waktunya mbak anisa, mohon maaf  
  apabila saya ada kekurangan, Wassallamu’alaikum  
  Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh.  
Anisa  : Sama-sama mbak, Wa’alaikumsalam Warahmatullahi  
     Wabarakatuh.  
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5. Name : Lulu’ Anna Firdaus 
Date   : Thursday, 6th December 2018  
Place  : IAIN Surakarta 
Interview Script  : 
Researcher  : Assalamu’alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh 
Fida  : Waalaikumsalam Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh 
Researcher  : Perkenalkan nama saya Fiki Amania Nabila dari jurusan  
     PBI semester 7, Disini saya ingin meminta waktunya  
     sebentar. Dengan saudari siapa ini?  
Fida  : Nama saya Lulu’ Anna Firdausi, biasa dipanggil fida kak.  
Researcher  : Disini saya ingin menanyakan beberapa pertanyaan  
     seputar kelas Translation on Textbook semester 5 ini.  
Fida  : Iya kak..  
Researcher  : Untuk pertanyaan pertama, bagaimana anda  
     mempersiapkan diri untuk kelas Translation on Textbook? 
Fida  : Ya sebelumnya baca-baca teori dari materi yang  
     sebelumnya dikasih oleh dosennya. Kalau engga gitu, itu 
  aku tanya-tanya sama kakak tingkat “gimana sih proses  
  dari translation? Terus yang dipelajari apa aja?” 
Researcher  : Oh, jadi tanya-tanya ke kakak tingkat juga. Kemudian, 
  kan di kelas Translation on Textbook biasanya sumber  
  materi yang digunakan oleh dosen itu apa? Mungkin dari  
  buku atau internet? Atau yang lain?  
Fida  : Kalau kemarin sama pak Doni pakai Microsoft Publisher  
     sebagai sumber materi.   
Researcher  : Dalam pembelajaran Translation on Textbook, apakah  
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     aplikasi tersebut membuat kamu tertarik?  
Fida  : Awalnya sih engga begitu tertarik ya, maksutnya kan  
     pertama kali denger itu apa, aplikasi buat apa gitu kan,  
     setelah tau dan didemonstrasikan gimana cara  
     penggunaannya. Oh ternyata, lumayan asik juga ya buat  
     men-translate ke textbook. 
Researcher  : Berarti istilahnya seperti media yang baru untuk belajar  
     translation. Terus, dalam proses penerjemahannya apakah  
     ada kendala atau masalah yang anda hadapi? 
Fida  : Untuk ke penerjemahan, kan itu mengerjakannya secara  
     berkelompok. Terus bagi beberapa materi, nah kalau kaya  
     gitu masalahnya temen-temen ada yang ngga langsung  
     dikerjain. Kita kan udah mau mindah ke Microsoft  
     Publisher, jadi kendalanya temen kita sendiri. Terus 
  permasalahan di grammatical, sama layout di Microsoft  
  Publisher.  
Researcher  : Oke, untuk kendala dalam penggunaan aplikasi Microsoft  
     Publishernya selain layout yang lainnya ada tidak? 
Fida  : Selain layout, kemarin cuma itu aja sama pak Doni.  
     Kebanyakan bingung itu juga pada di layout nya, gimana  
     cara bikin layout yang benar dan mau dijadiin handout  
     ukuran berapa. 
Researcher  : Oke, di aplikasi Microsoft Publisher ini membantu saudari 
  Fida dalam proses penerjemahan? 
Fida  : Awal-awalnya sih karena bingung jadi ngga tau “ini kok  
     sama aja, malah semakin bingung..” tapi setelah tau cara  
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     pengaplikasiannya bagaimana.  Alhamdulillah, sedikit  
     banyak membantu.  
Researcher  : Nah, untuk beberapa kendala yang tadi sudah 
  disampaikan, pada proses penerjemahan dan aplikasi  
  Publishernya solusi apa yang anda lakukan untuk  
  menyelesaikan hal tersebut?  
Fida  : Kalau dari pengalaman kemarin itu, aku tanya dulu sama  
     temen “kamu bisa ini engga? Aku masalahnya di ini…” 
  kalau temenku ngga bisa, baru konsultasi sama dosen.  
Researcher  : Di sesi konsultasi biasanya itu dilakukan berapa kali? 
Fida  : Kemarin, karena kerjanya berkelompok jadi konsultasinya  
     gantian. Kalau dihitung ya masing-masing orang ya satu  
     kali. Kalau berkelompok ya total tiga kali lah.  
Researcher  : Terus di sesi konsultasi, apakah dosen memberikan 
      evaluasi selain di sesi konsultasi? 
Fida  : Kemarin itu iya beliau memberitau beberapa istilah atau  
     kata yang kita translate itu itu jadi berbeda banget. Jadi  
     pak Doni banyak memberikan saran untuk mengganti  
     kata-kata tersebut supaya lebih pas. Jadi kata-katanya itu  
     ilmiah dan sesuai dengan terjemahannya. 
Researcher  : Oh, yang dimaksud itu istilah-istilah gitu ya? 
Fida  : Iya kak… 
Researcher  : Untuk evaluasi di dalam kelas ada tidak? 
Fida  : Evaluasi di dalam kelas ada, jadi per kelompok.  
     Konsultasi maju satu per satu.  
Researcher  : Setelah anda jelaskan beberapa hal tadi, manfaat apa saja  
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     yang saudari fida dapatkan setelah belajar translation  
     dengan Microsoft Publisher? 
Fida  : Ya kita kan jadi bisa belajar translate textbook yang rapi,  
      layout nya yang lebih rapi itu kaya gimana. 
Researcher  : Mungkin bisa dijelaskan perbedaan Microsoft Publisher  
      dengan aplikasi yang lain? 
Fida  : Aplikasi yang lan menurut saya adobe ya?  
Researcher  : Ya mungkin Adobe, Microsoft Word, atau Excel. 
Fida  : Kalau menurut aku Microsoft Publisher ini lebih  
     terstruktur daripada Adobe. Adobe itu menurut aku susah, 
  terus belajarnya butuh waktu yang lama.   
Researcher  : Tadi kan sudah disebutkan manfaatnya, apakah aplikasi 
  ini menambah soft skill anda? Terutama untuk 
  mempersiapkan diri dalam dunia kerja? 
Fida  : Kalau menambah soft skill pastinya iya, kita yang dulu 
  tidak pernah menggunakan sekarang jadi tau, seenggaknya 
  tau. Pernah menggunakan,  jadi membantu.  
Researcher  : Ya mungkin ini saja yang ingin saya tanyakan, apabila ada  
     kekurangan saya mohon maaf. Terima kasih mbak fida  
     atas waktunya, Wassallamu’alaikum Warahmatullahi  
     Wabarakatuh. 
Fida  : Iya sama-sama. Wa’alaikumsalam Warahmatullahi  
     Wabarakatuh. 
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6. Name : Nurul Hikmah  
Date   : Thursday, 6th December 2018  
Place  : IAIN Surakarta 
Interview Script  : 
Researcher  : Assalamu’alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh,  
     perkenalkan nama saya Fiki Amania Nabila dari jurusan  
     PBI semester 7. Di sini saya ingin menanyakan beberapa  
     hal mengenai kelas Translation on Textbook. Dengan  
     saudari siapa ini? 
Nurul  : Wa’alaikumsalam Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh, nama  
     saya Nurul Hikmah kak.  
Researcher  : Mbak Nurul, di sini saya ingin bertanya ketika anda 
  berada di kelas Translation on Textbook hal apa saja yang  
  dipersiapkan sebelum kelas dimulai? 
Nurul  : Oh iya, biasanya sih kalau di kelas Translation on  
     Textbook, saya mempelajari atau baca-baca tentang vocab  
     yang berkaitan dengan buku yang akan ditranslate. Karena  
     ini kan textbook ya, dosen diawal sudah memberi arahan  
     mau translate buku dan yang diambil bisa terserah apa  
     saja. Jadi mempelajari vocab yang ada di bukunya itu.  
Researcher  : Jadi mempelajari tentang vocabulary, terus mengenai  
     sumber materi yang digunakan dosen dalam kelas  
     Translation on Textbook itu apa? 
Nurul  : Kalau sumber materi sih biasanya udah dari dosennya,  
     jadi kita cuman mengikuti apa yang sudah diarahkan oleh  
     dosen dan kita kembangkan sendiri lagi.  
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Researcher  : Oke, biasanya sumber tersebut berbentuk buku, file,  
     presentasi atau bagaimana? 
Nurul  : Dosen memberikan sumber berbentuk paper seperti itu,  
    terus kami diberi penjelasan supaya lebih paham. Kalau 
 buku kayanya untuk sekarang kurang terlalu efektif, 
 soalnya kebanyakan mahasiswa jaman sekarang itu pada  
 males baca hehe…  
Researcher  : Nah, dari sumber materi yang telah diberikan oleh dosen  
     tadi apakah  membantu dalam membantu anda dalam  
     penerjemahan?  
Nurul  : Sangat membantu, soalnya kan saya belum pernah  
     mendapat materi yang seperti itu tadi. Setelah ada materi  
       tersebut sangat membantu.  
Researcher  : Kemudian, di dalam kelas Translation on Textbook  
     apakah menggunakan aplikasi yang bernama Microsoft  
     Publisher? 
Nurul  : Iya pakai Microsoft Publisher.  
Researcher  : Bagaimana tanggapan anda mengenai aplikasi tersebut?  
     Mungkin bisa dijelaskan secara spesifik? 
Nurul  : Jadi selama semester ini, Microsoft Publisher sebatas  
     untuk aplikasi yang membantu kita untuk membuat  
     bilingual books. Misalkan, kemarin saya mengambil Ilmu  
     Pengetahuan Sosial, formatnya buku bilingual dengan dua  
     halaman yang satu bahasa Indonesia dan satunya bahasa  
     Inggris.  
Researcher  : Selanjutnya, ini masuk ke dalam proses penerjemahan  
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     textbook. Apakah anda menemukan beberapa kendala atau  
     masalah tersendiri dalam menerjemahkan buku paket? 
Nurul  : Ya, karena yang saya pilih adalah Ilmu Pengetahuan  
     Sosial lagi-lagi bermasalah di vocabulary, karena kan  
     untuk menerjemahkan bahasa Inggris atau buku paket itu  
     tidak mudah. Kebanyakan di situ. 
Researcher  : Untuk penggunaan aplikasi Microsoft Publisher apakah  
     ada permasalahan juga? 
Nurul  : Ada kak, karena basic saya bukan dari seseorang yang  
     ahli IT gitu jadi mengalami kesulitan dalam  
     mengoperasikan aplikasi tersebut.  
Researcher  : Nah contohnya seperti apa? 
Nurul  : Kaya misalnya, saya sudah mengerjakan banyak terus  
     tiba-tiba hilang gitu ngga tau kemana, dan bingung cara  
     mengembalikannya. Kaya udah di edit terus ke reset lagi.  
Researcher  : Oh ternyata bisa ke reset ya? 
Nurul  : Iya bisa kak, ngga tau saya kemarin mencet apa dan tiba- 
     tiba kembali ke awal lagi.  
Researcher  : Untuk penggunaan tools nya ada kesulitan atau engga di  
     Micrososft Publisher? 
Nurul  : Kalau sejauh ini sih engga ya kak, masih bisa kaya 
  dicoba-coba sendiri.   
Researcher  : Kemudian, apakah aplikasi Micrososft Publisher 
  membantu anda dalam proses penerjemahan textbook? 
Nurul  : Iya kalau pakai Publisher kan lebih jelas, jadi tidak  
     bingung mana yang sudah di translate mana yang belum.  
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Researcher  : Nah, dari beberapa masalah yang sudah dipaparkan tadi  
     solusi apa yang anda lakukan untuk menyelesaikan hal  
     tersebut? 
Nurul  : Biasanya solusi tercepat adalah konsultasi dengan dosen  
     yang bersangkutan, jadi kita tanya-tanya sampai paham. 
Researcher  : Di sesi konsultasi itu biasanya pak dosen menerangkan 
  apa saja? 
Nurul  : Kita dikasih solusi tentang cara-cara mengatasi  
     permasalahan, seperti tadi ke reset bagaimana cara  
      mengembalikannya.  
Researcher  : Untuk solusi tentang proses penerjemahannya? 
Nurul  : Bapak dosen suruh sering-sering baca hehe… terus cari  
     istilah-istilah, synonym.  
Researcher  : Terakhir, manfaat apa saja yang anda dapatkan setelah 
  belajar penerjemahan dengan Microsoft Publisher? 
Nurul  : Apa ya, jujur saya kurang tertarik dengan dunia translation  
     jadi saya merasakan manfaatnya kurang significant sih,  
     apa saya kurang mempelajarinya tapi sejauh ini sih fokus  
     untuk translation.  
Researcher  : Seumpama nih, setelah lulus kuliah kemungkinan kan  
     bekerja. Oh ternyata sudah tau gambaran tentang  
     Microsoft Publisher seperti ini. Nah, apakah akan anda  
     aplikasi kan dalam kegiatan mengajar di dalam kelas? 
Nurul  : Mungkin iya, soalnya aplikasi itu kan bisa membantu kita  
     untuk membuat buku, lebih untuk mendesign buku  
     tersebut.  
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Researcher  : Mungkin itu saja yang ingin saya tanyakan, terima kasih  
     atas waktunya ya mbak Nurul Hikmah. Maaf apabila saya  
     mengganggu waktunya. Terima kasih.  
Nurul  : Sama-sama kak. 
Researcher  : Wassallamu’alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh. 
Nurul  : Wa’alaikumsalam Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh. 
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7. Name : Lia Safitri 
Date   : Thursday, 6th December 2018  
Place  : IAIN Surakarta 
Interview Script  :  
Researcher  : Assalamu’alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh. 
Lia   : Wa’alaikumsalam Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh. 
Researcher  : Perkenalkan saya Fiki Amania Nabila dari jurusan PBI  
     semester 7, dengan saudari siapa ini?  
Lia   : Saya Lia Safitri semester 5 dari jurusan Pendidikan  
     Bahasa Inggris. 
Researcher  : Mbak Lia, di sini saya ingin menanyakan beberapa hal  
     mengenai kelas Translation on Textbook di semester 5 ini,  
     di kelas nya pak Doni. 
Lia   : Iya mbak.. 
Researcher  : Untuk pertanyaan pertama, bagaimana anda  
     mempersiapkan diri sebelum memasuki kelas Translation  
     on Textbook? 
Lia   : Mungkin itu ya, sebelum masuk saya menyiapkan materi  
     dengan membaca teks atau bacaan terjemahan secara  
     singkat.   
Researcher  : Oke, sumber materi yang digunakan oleh dosen pada kelas  
     Translation on Textbook apa? 
Lia   : Kemarin di kelas pak Doni meminta kita untuk searching  
     materi di bsd- pendidikan. 
Researcher  : Bisa dijelaskan isi dari bsd-pendidikan itu apa saja? 
Lia   : Itu isinya tentang semua buku-buku pelajaran, atau mata  
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     pelajaran terus kita disuruh memilih salah satu untuk di  
     translate. 
Researcher  : Untuk bukunya berbentuk seperti apa? 
Lia   : Bentuknya soft file kak, tapi ditugas akhir nanti kita  
     disuruh buat terjemahan dalam bentuk hard file. Tapi  
     sebelum kita mengumpulkan,  tugas nya kita buat dalam  
     bentuk soft file biar bisa dikoreksi oleh pak Doni.  
Researcher  : Kan tadi sudah disebutkan mengenai sumber materinya  
     dari bsd- pendidikan, nah apakah sumber materi tersebut  
     membantu anda dalam penerjemahan? 
Lia   : Mungkin sedikit membantu ya, soalnya kemarin saya 
  mengambil tentang materi Biologi jadi agak sedikit susah  
  sih, dalam penerjemahannya. 
Researcher  : Oh berarti dapat buku paket tentang materi Biologi gitu  
     ya, bahasa yang  ilmiah-ilmiah itu mungkin ya yang sulit? 
Lia   : Iya 
Researcher  : Selanjutnya, dalam pembelajaran Translation on Textbook  
     apakah dosen menggunakan aplikasi yang bernama  
     Microsoft Publisher? 
Lia   : Iya kita menggunakan Microsoft Publisher untuk translate  
     textbook. 
Researcher  : Bisa dijelaskan secara spesifiknya Microsoft Publisher itu  
     bagaimana dalam kelas terjemahan? 
Lia   : Untuk textbooknya itu kita buat 2 halaman jadi satu, yang  
     sebelah kiri bahasa Indonesia dan kanan buat translate ke  
     Inggris.  
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Researcher  : Mungkin ada hal yang lain? Mengenai tools yang ada  
     dalam aplikasi  tersebut atau aplikasi tersebut berbeda  
     dengan yang lain? 
Lia   : Iya beda, kalau dibandingkan sama Microsoft Word  
     kapasitasnya jauh  lebih besar ya.  
 Researcher  : Apakah anda tertarik dengan aplikasi Microsoft  
       Publisher? 
Lia   : Tertarik sih, soalnya itu menurut saya lebih mudah  
     digunakan kalau sudah memahami aplikasinya ya tapi 
  memang harus teliti dan sabar.  
Researcher  : Nah, untuk proses penerjemahan textbook mungkin mbak 
  Lia mengalami  kendala atau permasalahan tidak? 
Lia   : Kalau saya pribadi sih engga ada dalam menerjemahkan,  
     tapi ya itu kemarin pas menambahkan gambar dalam  
     textbook nya itu harus sabar.  
Researcher  : Berarti untuk memasukan gambar, termasuk kendala  
     dalam  mengoperasikan aplikasinya ya? 
Lia   : Iya mbak, soalnya kita kan ngeditnya harus satu per satu  
Researcher  : Berarti lumayan memakan waktu yang lama ya? 
Lia   : Iya butuh waktu yang lama. 
Researcher  : Kemudian, solusi apa yang anda lakukan dengan kendala- 
     kendala yang  sudah anda sebutkan tadi? 
Lia   : Ya, solusinya mungkin kita harus lebih detail lagi dalam  
     mengerjakannya dan butuh kesabaran yang ekstra.  
Researcher  : Apakah ada sesi konsultasi dengan dosen? 
Lia   : Kemarin saya dan temen sekelompok hanya melakukan  
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     sesi konsultasi satu kali saja. Gimana caranya buat ngedit, 
  translate bukunya dengan benar  gimana. Udah gitu aja. 
Researcher  : Apakah dosen memberikan evaluasi pada sesi konsultasi  
     atau saat  pembelajaran di dalam kelas? 
Lia   : Sepertinya engga mbak, dosen cuman memberitau 
 “caranya begini..”  kemudian kita praktek sebentar kalau 
  tidak bisa ya kita tanya.  
Researcher  : Oke berarti lebih berfokus ke kelompok ya, nah  
     selanjutnya manfaat apa yang anda dapatkan setelah  
    belajar penerjemahan dengan menggunakan aplikasi  
    Microsoft Publisher? 
Lia   : Manfaatnya, kita bisa menerjemahkan buku dalam dua 
  bahasa ya dan lebih variasi mungkin. Ya saya baru kali ini  
  bikin buku dalam terjemahan dua bahasa baru kali ini.  
Researcher  : Bilingual textbook gitu. Nah sebenarnya menarik aplikasi  
  ini, menurut  anda apakah aplikasi ini menambah soft  
  skill? Terutama dalam  mempersiapkan diri dalam dunia  
  kerja? 
Lia   : Iya menambah, saya juga baru pertama kali menggunakan 
  aplikasi Microsoft Publisher jadi seneng sih bisa  
  menggunakan. 
Researcher  : Ada rencana atau tidak untuk menggunakan aplikasi ini  
     ketika mengajar setelah lulus kuliah? 
Ria   : Mungkin iya kali mbak, tergantung nanti materinya apa. 
Researcher  : Oke, mungkin ini saja yang ingin saya tanyakan ke mbak  
     Lia. Terima kasih atas waktu yang diluangkan, maaf kalau  
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     saya ada kekurangan.  Wassallamu’alaikum  
     Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh. 
Ria   : Sama-sama mbak, Wa’alaikumsalam Warahmatullahi  
     Wabarakatuh. 
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8. Name : Ika Luthfiana 
Date   : Friday, 7th December 2018  
Place  : IAIN Surakarta 
Interview Script  :  
Researcher  : Assalamu’alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh. 
  Perkenalkan nama saya Fiki Amania Nabila dari jurusan 
  PBI semester 7, di kesempatan kali ini saya ingin  
  mengajukan beberapa pertanyaan mengenai kelas  
  Translation on Textbook. Dengan saudari siapa ini? 
Ika   : Nama saya Ika Luthfiana dari jurusan PBI semester 5. 
Researcher  : Terima kasih atas waktu yang sudah diluangkan mbak Ika.  
Ika   : Iya sama-sama mbak. 
Researcher  : Langsung saja, saya ingin menanyakan beberapa  
     pertanyaan tentang kelas Translation on Textbook. Untuk  
     pertanyaan pertama, bagaimana anda mempersiapkan diri 
  sebelum mengikuti kelas Translation on Textbook? 
Ika   : Persiapannya itu yang jelas aku harus tau tentang  
     Translation on Textbook itu apa. Kan itu terjemahan  
     tentang buku teks, berarti aku harus lebih banyak  
     mengetahui tentang kata-kata atau kosa kata yang bakal  
     sering  muncul di dalam textbook itu seperti apa terus  
     dipelajari gitu, kaya gitu sih mbak. 
Researcher  : Nah, berarti persiapannya lebih fokus ke kosa kata yang  
     dipakai menurut anda.  
Ika   : Iya mbak benar.. 
Researcher  : Terus sumber materi yang digunakan oleh dosen selama  
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     pembelajaran Translation on Textbook itu apa saja? 
Ika   : Kalau pak Doni kemarin sumber materinya langsung on  
     the spot gitu mbak, jadi kita tidak diberi seperti buku atau  
     referensi secara langsung atau buku handout yang  
     dijadikan acuan selama satu semester. Tapi, disetiap   
     pertemuan beliau itu langsung membuat kalimat secara on  
     the spot saat mengajar, jadi pas ngajar membuat kalimat  
     seperti ini terus kita menerjemahkan. Lalu, kita dikasih  
     kaya paper atau essay tentang poin-poin yang intinya  
     adalah kata-kata yang diambil dari beberapa buku. 
  Contohnya diambil dari kalimat pada buku sejarah  
   kesehatan, terus kita langsung disuruh mengerjakan gitu  
   mbak.   
Researcher  : Berarti itu paper yang isinya seperti textbook? 
Ika   : Iya tapi hanya satu lembar  
Researcher  : Ada sumbernya atau tidak? Mungkin dari sebuah buku  
     paket langsung atau dari internet atau bagaimana? 
Ika   : Ngga pernah dicantumin sama pak dosen itu mbak,  
     langsung ditampilkan saja.   
Researcher  : Oke, apakah sumber materi tersebut dapat membantu anda  
     dalam  penerjemahan? 
Ika   : Cukup membantu sih, kan kalau misal untuk orang-orang  
     yang mungkin merasa males mempelajari langsung satu  
     buku yang tebel, kan dengan  mempelajari sedikit-demi- 
     sedikit tapi point nya langsung kena. Jadi, dari    
  kalimat itu kita bisa tau “oh, kalau menerjemahkan kata  
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  seperti ini ada   istilahnya sendiri, ngga boleh terjemahan  
  kaya perkata” jadi cukup membantu. 
Researcher  : Kan di kelas Translation on Textbook apakah anda  
     mengenal aplikasi yang bernama Microsoft Publisher? 
Ika   : Kalau sebelumnya itu cuma tau aja belum bisa  
     mengaplikasikannya. 
Researcher  : Menurut anda, apa yang membuat aplikasi ini berbeda dari  
     yang lainnya? 
Ika   : Bedanya Microsoft Publisher itu ternyata adalah sebuah  
     aplikasi yang benar-benar di design untuk membentuk  
     halaman seperti sebuah buku,  jadi bedanya aplikasi  
     tersebut jauh lebih terstruktur dan detail  dibandingkan  
     dengan Microsoft Word. Sama-sama aplikasi untuk  
     mengetik tapi Publisher tarafnya lebih sempurna gitu  
     pokonya.  
Researcher  : Maksud mbak Ika aplikasi ini khusus untuk mendesign  
     buku? 
Ika   : Iya, ada option-option yang di Microsoft Word itu ngga  
     ada tapi di Publisher ada.  
Researcher  : Lalu, dalam proses penerjemahan buku paketnya itu  
     sendiri, adakah  kendala atau masalah yang anda hadapi?  
Ika   : Kalau kendala menurutku, untuk memahami aplikasinya  
     malahan. Jadi kaya langsung dikasih tau tutorialnya,  
     menggunakan aplikasinya itu seperti ini tapi semisal ada 
  hambatan dan tidak ada bimbingan dari dosennya  
  langsung kaya suka bingung, terus diutak-atik sendiri.  
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  Ternyata ada istilah-istilah asing yang ngga tau itu untuk  
  apa. Kendala saya disitu.  
Researcher  : Itu berarti masuk ke kendala atau masalah penggunaan  
     aplikasinya ya? 
Ika   : Iya, mastering the tools di aplikasi Microsoft Publisher. 
Researcher  : Untuk bagian proses penerjemahan textbooknya dalam  
     penerjemahan kalimat-kalimatnya ada kesusahan atau  
     tidak?  
Ika   : Untuk saya pribadi engga terlalu sih mbak, soalnya 
  sebelum kita diajari pakai Microsoft Publisher itu dikasih  
  tau ditiap pertemuan kita dilatih untuk menerjemahkan  
  secara berulang-ulang. Jadi saat diberi project  
  menggunakan Publisher itu ngga terlalu kesusahan.  
  Cuman, ada beberapa kalimat yang nanti setelah  
  dikonsultasikan dengan dosen jadi “oh, iya pak gini”.  
Researcher  : So far.. hanya bagian penggunaan aplikasinya saja yang  
     mengalami kesulitan. Lalu, apakah aplikasi Microsoft 
  Publisher membantu anda dalam proses penerjemahan? 
Ika   : Maksudnya itu korelasi antara Microsoft Publisher dengan  
     proses penerjemahan?  
Researcher  : Iya.. 
Ika   : Ngga terlalu berpengaruh sih mbak, maksudnya ya ujung- 
     ujungnya kalau aku ngga tau ya buka kamus.  
Researcher  : Begini, kemudahan dalam menggunakan Publisher saat 
  proses penerjemahan.  
Ika   : Oh iya, tentang layout nya yang two pages, dua halaman  
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     bisa jadi satu dan bisa lihat Source Language dan Target  
     Language nya. Kita lihat beda nya itu di apa? Atau yang  
     kurang tepat dibagian apa? gitu sih.  
Researcher  : Benar, layout yang sangat berpengaruh. Oke, tadi kan 
  sudah dijelaskan beberapa kendala yang anda hadapi 
  terutama di aplikasi. Kemudian, solusi apa yang anda 
  lakukan untuk menyelesaikan hal tersebut dan solusi yang  
  diberikan oleh dosen itu seperti apa? 
Ika   : Kalau solusi menurutku, kemarin itu tidak terlalu efektif  
     sih mbak. Kita kan konsultasi saat pelajaran di kelas,  
     kalau ada yang ngga tau tanya langsung sama pak Doni.  
     Dosen itu wara-wiri ke depan sama ke belakang jadi itu  
    crowded jadi ngga bisa fokus dan intensive gitu. 
 Menurutku, solusinya itu ya pak dosen bisa meluangkan 
 waktu lebih banyak untuk memberikan pencerahan- 
 pencerahan pada mahasiswa yang mengalami kebingungan  
 soal Publisher, ngga cuma di kelas tok.  
Researcher  : Kalau menurut anda sendiri, seumpama tidak ada dosen  
     solusi apa anda  terapkan. Nah itu bagaimana? 
Ika   : Kalau tidak ada dosen ya saya otodidak mbak, coba-coba  
     sendiri. 
Researcher  : Ini pertanyaan terakhir, manfaat apa yang anda dapatkan 
  setelah belajar translation dengan Microsoft Publisher?  
  Apakah aplikasi ini menambah soft skill untuk  
  mempersiapkan diri dalam dunia kerja? 
Ika   : Jelas sekali mbak, saya bisa tau “oh ternyata kalau mau  
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     bikin textbook yang bagus itu pakainya aplikasi ini” jadi  
     soft skill itu nambah terus saya  kalau apa-apa tidak hanya  
     mengandalkan Microsoft Word aja yang  menurutku  
     kredibilitasnya kurang untuk ranah membuat textbook,  
     yang gampang dan bagus itu ya Publisher. Mungkin saat 
  ngelamar kerja bisa dimasukan ke dalam bagian  
  kemampuan mengoperasikan Microsoft Publisher. 
  Menurutku, tidak semua orang bisa menggunakannya.  
  Soalnya kebanyakan yang dipakai kalau ngga Word ya  
  Excel.  
Researcher  : Oke berarti ini sangat menarik ya, bisa menambah soft  
     skill dan ternyata tidak hanya ada Microsoft Word dan  
     Excel aja. Mungkin itu saja yang ingin saya tanyakan  
     mengenai kelas Translation on Textbook. Terima  kasih  
     atas waktunya mbak Ika. 
Ika      : Sama-sama mbak Fiki 
Researcher  : Wassallamu’alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh. 
     Ika   : Wa’alaikumsalam Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh. 
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Appendix 5. Syllabus 
RENCANA PEMBELAJARAN SEMESTER 
 
 
 
MATA KULIAH   : TRANSLATION ON TEXTBOOK (SEMESTER 5) 
DOSEN PENGAMPU  : MOHAMMAD ROMDHONI PRAKOSO 
INSTITUSI   : IAIN SURAKARTA  
FAKULTAS   : FAKULTAS ILMU TARBIYAH DAN KEGURUAN 
    PROGRAM STUDI  : PENDIDIKAN BAHASA INGGRIS 
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LAPORAN PRESENSI PERKULIAHAN PROGRAM STUDI S1 PENDIDIKAN BAHASA INGGRIS 
SEMESTER GANJIL TAHUN AKADEMIK 2018/2019 
 
Mata Kuliah : Translation on Text Book*** Kelas : 5M 
Dosen : M. Romdhoni Prakoso, M.Pd. T.A/Sem : 2018/2019 
Hari/Jam : KAMIS, 07.00-08.40 Ruang : PPG.3.6 
 
NO. NIM NAMA PERTEMUAN KE Jml 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
1. 133221115 KHOIRUN NISA               0 
2. 143221158 ABID OCTAVIAN NALAL FAZA V V V V V V V V V V V   V 12 
3. 163221021 CAHYANINGTYAS FITRA PALUPI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
4. 163221071 ANISA MIFTA RIZKI UTAMI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
5. 163221075 IIN NURCHASANAH V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
6. 163221091 ERNA PUJI RAHAYU V V V V V V V V V  V V V V 13 
7. 163221093 MAKH MUDAH V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
8. 163221105 WAYAN ASTIN HERMAWATI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
9. 163221131 VISTA RIAN ANGGRAENI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
10. 163221150 SISTIA PRATIWI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
11. 163221152 MAIMUNNAH V V V V V V V  V V V V V V 13 
12. 163221162 ANITA SULISTIANA V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
13. 163221170 AYU DAMAYANTI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
14. 163221172 AMIRA DELLA PRASTOYO V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
15. 163221183 MURNI SEKAR PINILIH V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
16. 163221197 NUFI FEBRIYANA SAGARENI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
17. 163221216 JESSICA DESTYANA V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
18. 163221223 RIA ARTI VITAMA V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
19. 163221238 ZAIS DATUL MASRUROCH V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
20. 163221239 FITRIA RACHMAWATI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
21. 163221243 MUJAHID ABDUROBBI ROSULADUDIN V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
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  LAPORAN PRESENSI PERKULIAHAN PROGRAM STUDI S1 PENDIDIKAN BAHASA 
INGGRIS SEMESTER GANJIL TAHUN AKADEMIK 2018/2019 
 
Mata Kuliah : Translation on Text Book*** Kelas : 5N 
Dosen : M. Romdhoni Prakoso, M.Pd. T.A/Sem : 2018/2019 
Hari/Jam : KAMIS, 08.40-10.20 Ruang : PPG.3.6 
 
NO. NIM NAMA PERTEMUAN KE Jml 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
1. 163221001 AVANTI HENDRASTI V V V V V V V V V  V V V V 13 
2. 163221003 NURUL NABILAH RIESNA PUTRI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
3. 163221012 TITIS CAHYA BUANA V V V V V V V V V  V V V V 13 
4. 163221020 ISMEI ALFIAH PUJI ASTUTI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
5. 163221025 ENDAH SUSAENI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
6. 163221029 ANISA NUR AFIFAH V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
7. 163221044 LINGGAR SAMUKTI TRIWIKRAMA V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
8. 163221047 TANTI NUR KHASANAH V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
9. 163221076 ESTIEN ANGGRAENI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
10. 163221077 OTHALIA PUTRI FATIKHAH V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
11. 163221081 AYU PURNAMASARI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
12. 163221082 LILIS WIDIASTUTI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
13. 163221083 SHOLIKHATUN YUSNAINI K V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
14. 163221084 WAHYUDIN SAPTOHADI V V V V V V V V V V V V V  13 
15. 163221086 HERLANGGITA NOURMA GUPITA V V V V V V V  V V V V V V 13 
16. 163221089 NURUL HIKMAH V V V V V V V V V  V V V V 13 
17. 163221095 LIA SAFITRI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
18. 163221096 DEWI FARIDA V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
19. 163221097 ANJAR ARTIKASARI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
20. 163221099 HAZNA WAHYUNINGSIH V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
21. 163221101 TIESTA RICKYAN PERMATA V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
22. 163221104 ZULFA AINAL MARDLIYAH MUTHMAINNAH V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
23. 163221106 NOVIA ANNAFI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
24. 163221108 FAUZAN KRESNA YUDHA V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
25. 163221125 ABDURROFIQ NASRULLAH V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
26. 163221130 FATHONAH V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
27. 163221147 FADLILAH DIN ROHIMIN V V V V V V V V V  V V V  12 
28. 163221148 NINING DWI SETYAWATI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
29. 163221149 NADA SAUSAN ZAHIRAH V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
30. 163221165 LULUK ANNA FIRDAUS V V V V V V V  V V V V V V 13 
31. 163221218 GHAIDHA IZDIHAR AURILANA V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
32. 163221227 IKA LUTFIANA MULIAWATI V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
33. 163221228 SITI HANIAH V V V V V V V V V  V V V V 13 
34. 163221240 IHZA UNIAN ARDLIAN SUGIYARTO V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
35. 163221246 MUHAMMAD KHAFIK V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 14 
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Appendix. 8 Printscreen of Classroom Activities 
1. Teaching-Learning Process 
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2. Student’s Study Group 
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3. Last Meeting Teaching Learning Process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The lecturer writes down the material on whiteboard 
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1. The researcher’s interview session 
 
 
 
 
 
Interview with Mr. Romdhoni as the lecturer of Translation on  
Textbook Subject 
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Interview with the students
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